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SUMMARY

By October, 1977 , the United States Olympic Committee
(USOC) will have chosen one United States city to enter
international competition for the opportunity and responsi-
bility of hos·ting the 1984 Sununer Olympic Games. 'i'oqualify
for consideration, a city must submit its preliminary bid by
mid-summer, 1977. The Atlanta community has recently considered
t~e costs and benefits of bringing the Olympics to Atlanta
in 1984. To aid this decision, Research Atlanta has studied
the major aspects of planning and staging the Games in
relation to Atlanta's existing assets and projected needs.

Steps of the Process

Timing
Some of the important dates associated with making a

bid application to host the 1984 Sununer Games are as follows:
Bid application to USOC July 13, 1977
Site visits by USOC to city late summer, 1977
Public opinion poll ...•................ by early October, 1977
Invitation by USOC to city to make bid
presentation ........................• early October, 1977

Selection of U.S. host city by
USOC October, 1977

Selection of host city by International
Olympic Committee (IOC) fall, 1978

Preliminary Considerations

To be realistic, an Atlanta bid should incorporate
the following:

1) Almost all construction money would be channeled
into upgrading existing facilities, or development of a
select few new structures, in a manner justified by existing
or anticipated unmet community needs and resulting in permanent
improvements in the lifestyles of area residents, rather
than being channeled into new facilities. This approach
would involve a truly modest capital investment in existing
facilities as compared with an effort like that of Montreal.
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2) The highest possible degree of cost control
and managerial expertise would be applied throughout the
Olympic organizing effort.

3) Sound financial backing from local sources
would be quickly committed for handling initial organizing
expenses, to be coupled later with substantial federal
government assistance either through categorical grant
programs, a commemorative coin program, or a combination of
both. Contributions by state government would be made for
state-owned or operated facilities. The city would offer
in-kind assistance.

4) Mobilization of all available resources
within the Atlanta community would ensure a spirit of
cooperation and dedication to a common goal.

5) Atlanta's population would decide that the
physical inconveniences imposed on them during the actual
period of the Olympic Games are outweighed by the opportunity
provided to upgrade and develop needed facilities in a
lasting manner.

Experience with Previous Olympics

The Montreal Experience
On the basis of the Montreal experience, one might

question why any city would ever again seek to host the
Olympic Games. There is little question that the Games were
economically unsuccessful for Montreal; benefits could not
begin to offset the tremendous costs incurred and the
consequent assumption of long-term debt now sustained by the
taxpayers of Montreal and Quebec which has yet to be retired
or accurately documented by the city or the province.

Unfortunately, the Montreal Games were characterized
by: unduly elaborate construction; shortages of materials
and labor; strikes, construction sabotage and other delays;
and mismanagement and political infighting among city,
provincial and national governments -- all of which led to
incredible cost overruns. Initial cost estimates of $250
million for hosting the Olympics have reached currently
estimated levels of $1.2 billion to $1.5 billion. This, in
turn, has led to political buck-passing regarding responsi-
bility for assumption of long-term debt and extensive losses.
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Accurate cost figures are virtually impossible to obtain.
The main value of the Montreal experience may well be insight
about the pitfalls of hosting Olympic Games.

The 1972 Games at Munich
Cost overruns were also a problem at Munich in

1972, but financial management was less of a problem within
the nunich Organizing Committee than was the case at Montreal.
This kept the resulting budget deficit for the Games to a
significantly smaller scale. However, cost estimates for
staging the 1972 Summer Olympics showed steady escalation
each year above the initial figure of $178 million which was
derived in November, 1965. Anticipated costs were calculated,
in June, 1968, to exceed $256 million -- then almost doubled
to $506 million in less than two years (February 1970) .
Projected costs finally stabilized in the range of $610 to
$620 million by February, 1971.

The primary factors behind understated estimates
in the early budgeting years proved to be: (1) additional
building measures due to a decision to stage all 22 Olympic
events (a departure from recent Games at that time); (2)
unavailability of sufficiently detailed plans at the time of
making such estimates; (3) the cost of constructing a special
tent roof over the main Olympic grounds; and (4) rising
prices. The final costs in 1972 dollars of $631 million broke
down into $227.5 million for infrastructure (city services
and capital improvements) in Munich, $204.5 million toward
sports construction projects, $168.6 million in preparation
and staging costs, and $30.4 million for building costs at the
yachting center in Kiel.l It should be noted that the pro-
jected deficit arising from mounting costs, which was to be
covered by public outlays, actually decreased from an estimated
$271 million in February, 1971 to the final sum of $220 million.

IMunich figures were estimated at 1972 levels. Those same costs
today would be inflated 140% so that costs today would be $318.5
million for infrastructure, $286.3 million for construction
projects, $236 million in preparation and staging costs, and
$42.6 million for yachting center construction, for a total of
$883.4 million (without security costs considered). This
would represent an increase of $252 million for the same
facilities since 1972.
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�otential Capital Costs of
Hosting an Olympics

Staging Olympic Games could result in a massive
budget deficit (as the Montreal experience shows) or it
could become a self-financing proposition under the right
circumstances. The objective would be to balance costs of
land acquisition, construction, and organization of the
Games with sufficient income derived from a variety of
sources.

The initial modest approach to the Games was a
major factor in the International Olympic Committee (IOC)
decision to award the 1976 Olympics to Montreal. The two
other principal contenders, ~1oscow and Los Angeles, made
presentations to the IOC which were much more impressive in
terms of anticipated facilities and financial guarantees,
but the "modest Games" concept captured the Olympic ideals
best in the minds of IOC officials.

In Montreal's bid to the International Olympic
Committee the games were estimated to cost $124 million.
However, following selection as host city, the initial
concept was abandoned and Montreal embarked on a program to
construct elaborate sports facilities. The main stadium
alone is estimated to cost $800 to $900 million.

A bid for the 1984 Summer Olympics by Atlanta, to
be realistic, must be based on the original concept that
Montreal had advanced in its successful bid for the 1976
Games. Major sports facilities already in place in Atlanta
would appear to offer a promising starting point. These
include: Grant Field, Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium, the
Omni Coliseum, Alexander Memorial Coliseum, Lakewood Stadium,
Grady High Stadium, Stone Mountain Park, Piedmont Park, and
the World Congress Center (adapted for athletic competition).
Upgrading and modification of selected facilities would be
necessary to meet specific international requirements for
Olympic sporting events. A completely new Olympic swimming
and diving facility would probably be needed. Another item
of new construction would be a velodrome to accommodate
cycling events. Provision for yachting events would need to
be made at Jekyll Island or some other suitable location.

The respective International Sports Federations
provide the rules and physical specifications pertaining to
all Olympic facilities, grounds, tracks, courses, and
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equipment for each particular sport. Their technical delegates
inspect, supervise, and approve all training and competition
sites. The Organizing Comnittee would be permitted to
resist any International Federation demands for facilities
and privileges which exceed the technical requirements of
that federation's rules. If differences of opinion among
the International Sports Federations and the local Organizing
Committee (OC) could not be negotiated, the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) would resolve the dispute.

General requirements for all sports facilities are
as follows:

1) All facilities must be conveniently located,
and in close proximity.

2) Olympic sporting events (with the possible
exception of the yachting competition) must
all take place in or around the host city,
and preferably at or near the main Olympic
Stadium.

3) A large number of practice stadiums and
additional sports sites for training are
required.

4) Early rounds of team sports competition could
(and should) be staged in other cities
around the state, thereby expanding exposure
to the event and easing some of the host
city's staging and scheduling problems.
(Politically, the dispersal would make the
Olympics a state event as well.)

The twenty-two Olympic sports are equally divided
between indoor and outdoor events. Sports competitions re-
quiring indoor facilities include basketball, gymnastics,
volleyball, boxing, wrestling, fencing, weightlifting, hand-
ball, judo, and swimming, diving and water polo.l Outdoor
sites are needed for athletics (track and field), cycling,
rowing, canoeing, equestrian, archery, yachting, soccer,
field hockey, and shooting. The modern pentathlon event
consists partially of indoor (fencing, swimming) and partially
of outdoor disciplines (riding, shooti~g, athletics).

ISwimming, diving and water polo were outdoor sports in Olympics
prior to Montreal. Atlanta's climate could probably sustain
outdoor facilities for these activities.
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CONSTRUCTION OF NEW FACILITIES

The following indicates new facilities which would
be needed in the Atlanta area for Olympic events:

MAIN STADIUM

Possible Sites
renovation of Grant Field
new stadium on urban renewal land
adapted Atlanta-Fulton Stadium

Possible Activities
opening and closing ceremonies
athletics
soccer

SWIMMING FACILITY

Possible Sites
new downtown (YMCA) or public school facility

Possible Activities
swimming, diving, water polo

VELODROME

Possible Sites
outdoor at Lakewood Fairgrounds
indoor at Lakewood Fairgrounds or elsewhere
within Regional Training Center

Possible Activities

cycling

USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES

The following indicates existing facilities in the
Atlanta area and the possible Olympic events that might be
staged at those facilities:
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OMNI
Possible Activities

gymnastics, basketball, volleyball, boxing

WCC
Possible Activities

fencing, wrestling, boxing, weightlifting

TECH COLISEUM

Possible Activities

volleyball

CIVIC CENTER

Possible Activities
handball, weightlifting

LAKEWOOD STADIUM

Possible Activities

field hockey

GRADY HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM

Possible Activities

field hockey

JEKYLL ISLAND

Possible Activities

yachting

STONE MOUNTAIN

Possible Activities

rowing, canoeing, equestrian, archery, shooting
(possibly, the Olympic ceremonies)
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WILLS PARK
Possible Activities

Equestrian

RIVERBEND GUN GLUB
Possible Activities

shooting

PIEDMONT PARK

Possible Activities

water polo

DEKALB JUNIOR COLLEGE (Memorial Stadium)

Possible Activities
soccer

ATLANTA AUDITORIUM
Possible Activities

weightlifting

Other Anticipated Costs and Risks

Certain costs do not easily lend themselves to
quantification in dollar terms. First and foremost would be
the cost of diverting enormous amounts of time and energy
from the normal, on-going demands of operating an efficient
city to the once-in-a-lifetime effort required to host a
successful Olympics.

Need for Strong Organization
A city preparing to host an Olympics would first

establish a strong, responsible organization headed by an
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experienced, top caliber administrator with powers and
authority commensurate with responsibilities. A realistic
budget would be prepared with built-in procedures for periodic
auditing and reporting by independent agencies outside the
operating organization. Programs for phasing and scheduling
of construction activities would need to be adopted early
in the process, with firm deadlines for completion of all
facilities well in advance of need and without avoidable
delays and payments for costly overtime work.

The Threat of Terrorist Activities

High among the risks to be considered would be the
threat of terrorist activities. Terrorist attacks on Israeli
athletes proved to be a major blot on the 1972 Olympics.

Although terrorist activities continue to be a major
problem throughout the world, there were no such incidents to
mar the Olympic Games held in Montreal. Montreal's apparent
success in dealing with the problem was attributed, in part
at least, to the massive security precautions taken by the
city and by the provincial and national governments during
the GamesSecurity at the Montreal Games is reported to
have cost $140 million.)

Politicizing of the Games
While Montreal escaped any terrorist incidents, it

was not able to avoid another characteristic of recent
Olympics -- the use of the Games as an instrument of national
political propaganda. In Munich, under pressure from black
African nations, the Rhodesian team was disqualified. In
Montreal two major incidents occurred:

First, the Canadian government, under pressure
from Communist China, refused to permit Taiwan to compete as
the Republic of China. Taiwan withdrew from the Olympics
and called its athletes home. Next, most of the African
nations withdrew to protest the participation of New Zealand,
whose national rugby team had competed in segregationist
South Africa. It is possible, of course, that by 1984 these
world-wide political problems will have subsided but,
again, there would be no guarantees. .
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Strikes and Work Stoppages
The relatively inflexible deadline for staging

Olympic events would present unusual opportunities for
unions to improve wages and bargaining positions through
work stoppages, strikes, and other construction delays. The
situation is aggravated considerably by the project nature
of Olympic construction whereby a highly customized product
would be produced, one time only, on a specific site, for
completion at a specific date, at which time the entire
effort would corne to an end. This could create an unusual
degree of tension, insecurity and conflict in labor relations.
In Montreal, all of these factors led to extensive cost
overruns arising out of payments for overtime, productivity
bonuses, and the necessity of scheduling a considerable
amount of work in winter. Some of this might be offset by
construction of the swimming facility in 1982 and the remodeled
stadiums in 1983. °

Transportation Loads and Overleads
Olympic planners for the 1972 Munich Garnes recognized

at an early stage that the city's surface traffic system,
already handling an estimated 600,000 vehicles each day in
the "outer ring" of the metropolitan area, could not handle
by itself the added influx of Olympic visitors unless they
were channeled to public transportation instead of private
automobiles. Only one of eight visitors was allowed to drive
to the Olympic Park by car. Nevertheless, an estimated 920 to
14,000 Olympics-related automobiles per hour were on the road,
depending on the event, and 2,350 to 33,800 parking places
were occupied hourly by such vehicles. At the same time,
6,700 to 58,500 Olympics-related passengers per hour were
directed to public transportation facilities. The greatest
number of passengers carried by the public transit facilities
on a single day of Olympic events totaled0625,000. Air passen-
gers for the 1972 Summer Olympics totaled 260,000.

It would be somewhat premature to try to estimate
the full impact of Olympic crowds on the Atlanta transporta-
tion system should the Garnes be held here in 1984. It is
expected that as many as 150,000 people (or more) could be
attending Olympic events at one time. It is reasonable to
expect that 200,000 or more could be congregated, or moving
about, in the downtown area. Superimposed on Atlanta's
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existing bus and street system, this would be a tremendous
burden for the city. Coming in 1984, however, with major
elements of the MARTA system completed (at least in the
central city) and with the possibility of a people mover in
place within the downtown area serving the main sporting
event sites, the problem would not be insurmountable. The
current Georgia Department of Transportation recommended
route for the people mover connects major elements of the
Olympic proposal with the principal hotel district. However,
complex routing and street schedules, fleet maintenance and
operating costs, and many other transportation concerns
would require financing and would necessitate a transportation
coordinator as one member of the local organizing effort,
especially as the games edged closer to actual staging.

Anticipated Revenues to Offset Costs

The costs of hosting Olympic Games can be offset
by revenues from a variety of sources: sale of Olympic
coins; gate receipts from ticket sales for all Olympic
events; sale of television rights; corporate sponsorships;
sale of commemorative stamps and medals; official licensees
for merchandise and souvenirs; athletes' village rentals
and commercial concessions. Sale of lottery tickets, a
major revenue producer in both Munich and Montreal, is not
considered a likely prospect for Olympic Games, if Atlanta,
Georgia is host city.

Sale of Olympic Coins

The ability of the City of Atlanta to host the
Games would appear to hinge on securing necessary national
legislation permitting the sale of Olympic coins. The basic
objective of any commemorative coins program is to earn
seignorage: the difference between the legally-designated
face value of a coin and the cost of materials, design, minting
and distribution. Purchase of the coins by collectors would
substantially reduce the cost of financing major projects
through ticket sales and other traditional means. To the
extent that coins would be purchased by people living outside
the issuing country, a portion of the total cost would be
absorbed by non-residents. In this re~ard, it should be
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noted that IOC rules call for allocation of three percent of
the face value of the coins sold in a given country to be
made to the National Olympic Committee in the country where
the coins would be sold.l

The 1972 Summer Games at Munich netted over $200
million from sales of approximately 100 million silver coins.2
Coin sales for the 1976 Montreal Olympics were well over $400
million, but they netted only $112.5 million, substantially
below initial projections.3 The expected profits from the
coin sales were greatly reduced in Montreal (by about $100
million) because of higher-than-anticipated marketing costs
and because of delays in setting up the program. If the
silver had been purchased one year earlier (in July of 1972)
as initially planned, the mint would have paid only $1.90
rather than $4 per ounce.4

The delays also had an impact on the sales program.
The initial concept was to market sets of 28 different coins
in groups of four in seven separate issues spaced six to eight
months apart. When the coins program was delayed (because
the Canadian Parliament failed to pass the necessary legisla-
tion in 1972) the seven issues had to be telescoped into a
marketing time frame of approximately 30 months. The coin
bill eventually passed in 1973, but the Canadian Mint did
not begin to distribute the coins until February, 1974. This
did not provide an adequate amount of time for each issue to
be absorbed by prospective purchasers before the next issue
was due.5

The Canadian government also delayed permission for
issuance of a gold coin until late in the program. (The coin

lMcGill University, Office of Industrial Research, The Economic
Impact of the 1976 Olympic Games - 2nd Interim Report.

2Documented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympics Organizing Committee.

3Interview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, Comite
Organisateur des Jeux Olympiques (COJO). Hereinafter used as
COJO.

4Interview with Gerry Synder, Vice-Chairman of the Executive
Committee, COJO.
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was not available until 1976, the year of the Games.) Appar-
ently, great pressure was applied against the gold coin by
the International Monetary Fund, which prefers to deemphasize
the relationship between gold and money. (In the case of the
Canadian coin program, it was successfully argued that the
issuance of gold coins would help dispose of surplus supplies
with no adverse impact on commodity markets.) Because of
its late start, only $25 million was realized from the gold
coin program, but the Montreal Organizing Committee reports
strong interest in the coin, particularly from European pur-
chasers who traditionally have looked to gold as a primary
hedge against inflation.l

With full knowledge of the Montreal experience, the
President's Commission on Olympic Sports estimated that a U.S.
coin program could generate $1.0 to $1.2 billion in gross sales
and net a 50% profit, or $500 million to $600 million.2 Given
the ratio of U.S. to Canada population (U.S. is 9 times as
large) and applying this to the net receipts of over $100
million cited earlier, this would appear to be a reasonable
estimate, even taking into account the fact that approximately
30% of the coins purchased prior to the 1976 Garnes were sold
to United States residents.

A commemorative coin program in the United States
would require special authorizing legislation, however, and
Treasury Department opposition has been instrumental in pre-
venting any authorization for coin proposals over the last 25
years. The Executive Branch objections to coin proposals
passed by Congress have centered around: 1) opening the flood-
gates to more commemorative coin proposals; 2) lack of control
over dealer trafficking in such coins for private gain; 3)
detraction from the fundamental purpose of a currency system
in functioning as a medium of exchange; 4) public confusion
arising out of a multiplicity of coin designs; and 5) facili-
tation of counterfeiting. According to the President's
Commission on Olympic Sports, Final Report (page 145), several
U.S. Presidents have advocated use of commemorative medals in
place of commemorative coins. As a revenue producer, however,

lIbido

2president's Commission on Olympic Sports, Final Report,
p, 77.
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commemorative medals would not be expected to have the wide
acceptance that coins would have in sales to the general
pUblic.1

The Montreal Olympic Committee faced concerns similar
to those described above, including objections that speculation
might raise the free market price of gold. Here, too, there
were fears that a large number of coins might get into circula-
tion and disrupt the economy. The Committee was able to over-
come these fears by packaging the coins in attractive display
cases and marketing them at considerable premiums (about 50%)
above face value; all of which tended to discourage their use
in ordinary transactions. In addition, the program administrator
pledged to buy back from the banks any Olympic coins that got
into circulation. (Only $500 was ultimately paid out in connecti~
with this buy back arrangement.) 2

Fears that the Montreal Olympic coin program would
set a precedent and open the floodgates for other special coin
proposals were alleviated by enabling legislation which set
very narrow criteria for future special coin programs. These
criteria, which might apply equally well to concerns voiced in
the past in the United States, were summarized in the Final
Report of the President's Commission on Olympic Sports as
follows:

Coins commemorate an international event in
which most nations recognized by Canada partici-
pate;
Event is not likely to be held more than once-
in-a-lifetime in Canada;

IAlthOugh it is not expected that the Olympic coins would see
general use as currency, they are legal tender and the purchaser
has assurance that the downside risk is minimized. Although
he may not always be able to recover his full purchase price
(where a premium has been paid for packaging) he can always
go to a bank and receive face value for the coin. With com-
memorative medals, on the other hand, no such option exists.

2Interview' with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.
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Event is universally recognized in terms of its
contribution to world understanding;
Event will enjoy wide national and international
public support and participation;

Event will be apolitical by nature;

Event will have no racial or religious bias; and

Event will have no commercial or professional
objectives.

By adopting similar criteria, the chances of allaying
opposition fears to the extent that legislation authorizing
the issuance of u.s. Olympic coins could be passed, would appear
to be favorable at this time. However, the possibility that
it would not pass, coupled with volatility of world market
pricing of silver and gold, must be regarded as serious
risks in staging an Olympics heavily dependent on the success-
ful implementation of a coin program.

Other Sources of Revenue

The other sources of revenue -- ticket sales,
television rights, corporate sponsorships, commemorative
stamps and medals, licensees for merchandise and souvenirs,
athletes' village rentals and commercial concessions - represent
relatively small amounts of income compared to sale of
Olympic coins. Sale of television rights potentially would
be a large revenue producer on a gross basis, but the net
return probably would not be large because of the high costs
involved in television transmission.

Of the $85 million contract reported to have been
negotiated for the Moscow Games in 1980, well over $50
million is allocable to cost of production. (A cost of
similar magnitude was incurred at Montreal.)l Net revenues
of $5 million to $10 million have been projected for Atlanta,

lInterview with Gerry Snyder, Vice Chairman of the Executive
Committee, COJO.
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but this figure could be subject to considerable variation
if conflicts arise with national political conventions
traditionally held about the same time as the Summer Games.

Corporate sponsorships would be an important
source of revenues but the anticipated net income ($20 to
$40 million) would be small compared with the $400 to $600
million potentially available from the coin program. In
fact, the estimated total of all the programs, other than
coins, would amount to only $45 to $90 million.

Public Funding

In the event that commemorative coin sales (and/or
a national lottery) could not be utilized as financing
devices, public funding to stage the Olympic Games would
become imperative. Most Olympic Organizing Committees in
recent decades have relied on massive injections of governmental
aid to avoid sizable budgetary deficits. (The greatest need
for public financing would be to help provide early start-up
money before any Olympic revenues could be collected, so
that costly construction projects would have ample financial
guarantees.)

In the cases of both Munich and Montreal substantial
financial support was forthcoming from governmental sources.
In Munich, the public subsidy of approximately $220 million
was divided among the German Federal government (50%), the
State of Bavaria (25%), and the City of Munich (25%) and
spread out over six fiscal years. However, the real cost to
the public was lessened by the taxation of Olympic-related
income, estimated to equal $80 million for the Munich olympics,l

The City of Montreal assumed approximately $215
million of the net deficit for the 1976 SUmmer Olympics,
estimated at greater than $1 billion. The remainder, pre-

lDocumented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympic Organizing Committee.
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sumably, will be handled by Quebec Province, which took
responsibility away from Montreal in November of 1975. The
Canadian Federal government declined to offer anything other
than indirect assistance.

Federal Participation
Direct appropriations from the U.S. government would

constitute one manner of obtaining substantial amounts of
public funding. Precedent for some measure of federal aid
exists from the 1960 Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley and the
upcoming 1980 Games in Lake Placid. Assistance for the
Winter Games of 1960 was channeled through the Defense
Department and included a wide variety of personnel, equipment,
and supplies in addition to financing construction of sports
facilities on public land. Direct funding of substantial
proportions, totalling $49 million, was granted for the 1980
Winter Olympics in Lake Placid through Commerce Department
programs for public works and economic development. Other
federal funding sources that might be considered include:
1) programs of the Economic Development Administration; 2)
programs of the Interior Department's Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation; 3) programs of the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration; and 4) programs of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development.l

Apart from such categorical aid programs for
direct appropriations, several other less conventional
approaches to obtaining federal assistance might be explored.
One approach would be a voluntary tax checkoff system to
support the Olympics (similar to the Federal Election Fund) ;
another would be revision of the IRS tax return forms to
permit voluntary contributions toward Olympic Games drawn
from tax refunds which would otherwise be returned to tax-
payers. The latter device would have the advantage of
utilizing private rather than public funds. The potential
revenue yield for Olympic funding could be markedly above

IBid document from Lake Placid, New York for 1980 Winter
Games.
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the existing level of standard direct donations to the
Olympic effort, because such a system could reach many more
potential contributors in a direct, simple way.1

A special excise tax attached to public spending
for admissions to sporting events (the latter sum estimated
at $1.2 to $1.5 billion each year) could raise substantial
revenue, but any such tax imposed on the pUblic, even to aid
a popular idea, would face considerable opposition from
beleaguered taxpayers. Another major obstacle, apart from
the usual difficulties of working tax legislation through
the political process, would probably focus on concerns
about establishing a dangerous precedent for further efforts
to obtain such special interest group funding.2

Two essential elements in any successful appeal by
Olympic organizers for federal assistance would appear to
be, first, a convincing demonstration that the state and
local communities directly involved were already contri-
buting as much as they were financially able to do, and,
second, that any sports facilities constructed with the aid
of federal money would offer permanent future benefits to
the general public.

State Participation
Some commitment of funds from the state government

would be necessary. Most state appropriations would be
associated with upgrading of facilities under the state's
jurisdiction (World Congress Center, Stone Mountain, Jekyll
Island, etc.) as well as aid to educational institutions
(Georgia Tech, University of Georgia, community colleges,
etc.) engaged in helping host Olympic competitions. In
comparison, the State of New York has already committed $14
million in funding to the 1980 Winter Olympic effort.

Ipresident's Commission on Olympic Sports, Final Report,
p. 462.

2Ibid, P. 462.
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Possible assistance through state channels would
relate to upgrading state facilities. Presumably, the State
would assume responsibility for upgrading its own facilities
subject to reimbursement from anticipated surplus revenues
of the Olympics.

Local Participation
Similar commitment might also be necessary on the

part of local government. Again, contributions could come
in the form of guarantees for new construction or upgrading
of facilities needed by agencies of local government (low
rent housing, school stadia, recreation department facilities,
etc.) until such time as Olympic-related revenues are received.
For both state and local agencies, revenue sharing funds
could be tapped for Olympic financing, to the extent that
such funds are not already committed elsewhere.

Summary of Costs and Revenues

The table on the following page provides a summary
of anticipated costs and revenues assuming Atlanta were to
host a "modest" Olympics in 1984 utilizing existing facilities
wherever possible. These costs were based upon discussions
with local architectural and construction firms (see Inter-
views). This is a very preliminary estimate. It was not
intended as a financial feasibility study. Such a study
should be made prior to final bid application.
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SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND REVENUES
1984 ATLANTA OLYMPIAD (1977 DOLLARS)

Estimated Costsa
(in millions)

Main Stadium $ 40 60
Swimming Center 20 30
Ve1odrome 1 10
Other Sports Insta11ationsb 120 176

Subtotal - Sports Facilities $ 181 $276

Athletes Vi11ageC 16 60
Bedford-Pine (high figure)
Techwood Homes (low fi~ure)

40 50Transportation Improvements
Organization Expensese 160 210
Securityf 30 40

TOTAL $ 427 $636

(Contingency factors: at 50% - $640.5-$954 million, at 100% -
$854 - $1.3 billion)

aThe following figures do not include land acquisition costs.
Differential inflation rates for any of the elements within
this summary could affect the costs or revenues estimated
here. Certain of the facilities would not be self-sustaining
following the Games and some governmental unit would need to
sustain the responsibility for the operating costs and pro-
vision of increased services during and after the Games.

bIncludes practice and training facilities and upgrading of
existing structures.

Other Sports Facilities (in millions) :
Omni $ 3 7
World Congress Center 4 6
Tech Coliseum 1 2
Civic Center 2 3
Stone Mountain 18 24
Jekyll Island 5 7
Soccer-Field Hockey-Judo 6 15
Training Center 29 35

$68 99
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Contingencies:
Practice Areas,
Landscaping $52 77

Greater use of existing facilities would account for the
difference between the proposed Atlanta budget for sports
construction ($120-176 million) and the $204.5 million
($286.3 in 1977) price tag for sports construction projects
in Munich. The more elaborate features of unich's budget
included as new buildings: a sports hall similar to the
Omni ($23 million) and a volleyball hall combined with a
major radio and television center ($23 million). Munich's
organizers also decided to construct an elaborate tent roof
(costing about $54 million) over the entire Olympic Park.
Relatively large sums were also spent for rowing and canoeing
competition sites ($22.7 million), equestrian events ($19.25
million), shooting facilities ($6.6 million), and a yachting
center ($30.4 million) .
Munich's budget of $227.5 million for infrastructure
(for current values of 1972 costs see footnote on page 7,
the Munich Experience) included several major expenses,
items not foreseen as part of any Atlanta proposal to host
the Olympics -- such as a new subway ($53 million), an
elevated train system (over $5 million), and a substantial
proportion of the construction-related costs (approximating
$100 million) were due to choosing new construction over
renovation of existing facilities.

cThis assumes 12 persons per unit in 1,000 units. Fifteen
million figure is rough estimate of refurbished Techwood
Homes, $60 million applies to construction of ~eighborhood
Three, Bedford-Pine.

dlncludes people mover (about $30 million) .

elncludes such things as administrative expenses of Organizing
Committee, support services and staff, travel, cultural and
youth programs, etc.-

fThirty thousand persons at $1,000 apiece plus equipment.
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· d aEstlmate Revenues
(in millions)

Coins Program (net)
TV Rights (net)
Corporate Sponsorships
Miscellaneous Otherb
TOTAL

$400
5
20
20

600
10
40
40

$445 $690

Loans, Grants and/or Guarantees of
Federal
State
Local
TOTAL

$100
25
25

150
50
50

$150 $250

aReference to loans and guarantees assumes that some portion
of these amounts are recoverable, in whole or in part, in
cash or in kind, to the extent that total revenues exceed
total costs, as anticipated.
bMiscellaneous Other includes sources of revenue described in
the report of considerably less import considering sustaining
costs.

Interim Financing

Assuming that the estimated costs and estimated
revenues are realistic, potential financing difficulties
would be limited to meeting cash flow requirements, which
presumably can be overcome through a financial market con-
vinced of the ultimate feasibility of the undertaking. A
preliminary cash flow analysis should be prepared as early
as possible for consideration by the federal, state and
local governments. As noted above, marketing of a success-
ful coin program should be commenced several years before
the Games are actually held (probably shortly after the 1980
Moscow Games), so that revenues would not be unduly delayed.
Once the federal government would make a final coromitment to
undertake the coin program, it should not be unreasonable to
expect either that it would also agree to advance funds as
required, or that necessary funds would be available through
conventional financing or revenue anticipation bonds secured
by a pledge of those anticipated revenues (assuming legal
authority). Anticipated revenues from other sources, such
as TV rights, might also be used to secure debt. The finan-
cing of remodeling, expansion, or new construction of facili-
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ties to be owned and operated by federal, state or local
governments following the Games probably will have to
proceed through usual governmental financing programs with
appropriate safeguards to insure timely completion. A
reimbursement formula should be devised to allocate surplus
Olympic revenues to the participating governmental units as
available.

Potential Benefits

The benefits to be derived from a successful bid
might be summarized as follows:

1) focus of national and international attention
on the host city for an extended period prior
to, during, and following the completion of
scheduled events;

2) exposure of the best of the city's assets
and amenities to prospective business interests,
and industrialists attending Games, viewing
television, and absorbing Olympic publicity
might be motivated to locate headquarters or
branch manufacturing and commercial facilities
in the area;

3) increased employment opportunities for local
craftsmen, skilled and unskilled workers,
during preliminary construction phases,
during and after the Olympic events;

4) increased business for local suppliers of
materials and services used during the con-
struction phases and in the actual conduct
of the Olympic events;

5) the potential of long-term use and enjoyment
of all permanent facilities newly constructed
(or upgraded) to house athletes and officials
or conduct sporting events;

6) long-term use and enjoyment of any incremental
transportation facilities (a people mover, for
example) used to transport athletes, officials,
tourists and other visitors attending major
sporting events;
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7) support for existing and proposed commercial
facilities (restaurants, hotels, shops and
stores, etc.) and for suppliers of transpor-
tation (airlines, inter-city buses, local
taxis, etc.) to visitors attending Olympics
events;

8) multiplier effects from the spending and
respending of new money brought into the
local area by visitors and participants
and as a result of ticket sales, receipts
from sale of TV rights, coin and commemorative
sales, licensing of Olympic logo usage, etc.;

9) stimulation of interest in physical fitness,
health, recreation and amateur athletics;

10) pride of local citizenry.
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INTRODUCTION

In October, 1978, the International Olympic

Committee (IOC) will select two cities to host the 1984

Olympiad. One will host the Summer Games; the other will

host the Winter Games. It is considered unlikely the IOC

would award both the Summer and Winter Games to the same

country in the same year.

Another unwritten rule of the IOC seems to call

for alternating the Games between Europe and "abroad." The

United States will host the Winter Games and Russia will

host the Summer Games in 1980. So far, only United States

cities are in contention for the 1984 Summer Games.

In the late fall of 1976, a number of Atlanta

citizens, businessmen and political leaders, began to

evaluate the feasibility of launching a serious bid to have

Atlanta designated as the host city for the 1984 Olympiad.

The rationale for such a move grew out of recognition that

Atlanta had developed in recent years as a city of growing

importance in the nation, and perhaps the world. Major

physical developments including first class hotels, restaurants,

and multi-use complexes have been completed during this

period. In combination with both previously existing facilities
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and facilities under construction or planned, a base appeared

to exist which would support a bid to host an Olympics that

would maximize use of such facilities. An additional,

timely factor would seem to be that the former Governor of

Georgia will be President of the United States at the time

bids are considered (and possibly when the Games are scheduled

to occur) .
Against this background, Research Atlanta, an

independent non-profit urban public policy research organiza-

tion, began in April, 1977 to investigate the feasibility of

Atlanta's hosting the Summer Olympics in 1984. One purpose

of the study was to avoid miscalculations and shortsightedness

which had characterized Olympiads elsewhere. Research

Atlanta's examinations concentrated on uncovering the impact

of the Games, their long-term effects, their short-term

results and the costs -- some financial, some in human

energy -- which have been associated with such an endeavor.

Considered in some detail were the experiences of past

Olympiads in Montreal (summer, 1976) and Munich (summer,

1972), the defeat of the Winter Games through local referendum

in Denver in 1972 and the current preparations for the

winter Games in Lake Placid in 1980. Little information was

yet available concerning preparations for the Summer Games

in Moscow in 1980.
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The report cites major new and remodelling con-

struction needs for Atlanta such as a main Olympic Stadium

(either new or adapted), an aquatic center, a new velodrome

for cycling events, and an Olympic Village to house 12,000

athletes and coaches. Included in the report is some

discussion of a Regional Olympic Training Center, although

such a facility is not required for the conduct of the

Games. The utilization of existing facilities, such as the
Omn~ Col~seum, the Alex~nder Memori~l Coliseum at Georgia

Tech, the World Congress Center, the Civic Center, Stone

Mountain Park, Jekyll Island, Lakewood Stadium, and Grady

High School Stadium is considered. The report includes

discussion of possible sites for sports where facilities are

not as clearly apparent.
The report discusses various construction-related

expenses and other costs. It sets out an upper and lower

range of preliminary, "ball-park" cost estimates to give a

general idea of the economic magnitude of the Games, assuming

Atlanta were to use existing facilities to the fullest

extent possible and make modest (as compared with other

recent Olympics) expenditures for new facilities. The

report also includes a discussion of possible sources of

revenues and preliminary revenue estimates. It was not
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intended to be a financial feasibility study; a final

commitment to hosting the Games should depend upon the

results of such a study.
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STEPS OF THE BID PROCESS

Timing of Preliminary Application

The timing for this study reflected the necessity
for immediate progress in formulating a serious preliminary

bid for submission to the United States Olympic Committee,

should the political and business community of Atlanta and
Georgia decide to pursue the 1984 Summer Games any further.

The deadline for determining the feasibility of the financial
and physical arrangements for a preliminary bid application

submitted to the USOC is July 31, 1977. The bid would provide

some indication of envisioned new and developed facilities,

preliminary financial strategies, early cost estimates, tele-

vision facilities planning, a demonstration of general public
support (poll), and the theme behind the city's approach.

Site visits to contending cities will be conducted

by USOC officials in late summer, 1977. In October, 1977,

United States cities with serious preliminary bid proposals

will be invited by the USOC to make formal presentations. The
mayor of a bidding city would make the presentation. He would

be supported by the head of the local Chamber of Commerce and

would be required to present a resolution of endorsement of
the bid by the city council. A USOC selection of a United States

city for the international host competition would then be made

by early 1978.
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The city, the county, the state and the business
community would designate representatives to participate in

(or at least monitor) pre-bid activity. The Mayor would trans-

mit a statement to the USOC confirming Atlanta's decision to
bid for the 1984 Garnes. Endorsement of these efforts would

be needed from the Governor. Responses by both public offi-
cials could be contingent on assurance of financial assistance

from the federal government. A preliminary Organizing Committee
would then be formed. Since a solid demonstration of broad-

based local support for staging the Olympics would be required

of any prospective Olympic host city by both the USOC and IOC,

some form of local opinion poll would need to be prepared and

completed by October, 1977 at the latest.
Selection from among the competing cities worldwide

would be made by the International Olympic Committee in fall,

1978. The preparations for the Garnes would then begin in
earnest. Participation by the political and business sectors

of the city would be fairly continuous thereafter.

Community Support Following Opinion Poll
and Initial Organization

By September, the Organizing Committee would begin

preparation of formal bid documents along with further develop-

ment of financial arrangements. State monies or private busi-
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ness funds would be needed to cover early organizational

expenses. {Lake Placid was given $115,000, appropriated by

the State of New York; Denver organizers received commitments

for $250,000 from local businessmen.} Each city submitting

a bid for the Summer Games must deposit SF 100,0001 {about

$40,000} with the USOC. This sum will be returned immediately

if the city is not selected by the IOC to host the Games,

but will be retained in the case of selection and deducted

from the total guarantee it has to pay from the last settlement

of television rights. Officials from the usoe would visit

Atlanta in late summer to examine facilities and discuss

details of the bid with local organizers and government

officials.

Selection by USOC as united States
Candidate to Host the Games

The Organizing Committee would need to continue

the planning and analysis begun in the preliminary bid stage.

Determined pursuit of federal assistance through well-

developed grantsmanship would begin. The scope and level of

federal commitment would probably not be resolved until a

single u.S. city was selected.

lOr the equivalent of Swiss francs in 1984 U. S. currency.
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Following selection by the usoe, Atlanta would pre-
pare its bid presentation for international competition in

1978. Local organizers would travel to IOC meetings and

entertain IOC officials for several months thereafter.

Selection by the IOC as Host City
for 1984 Summer Olympics

Once Atlanta was selected, a guarantee of SF 500,000

(about $200,000) would be required by the International Olympic
Committee. The City would then begin a six year period of

planning and monitoring by the local Organizing Committee and

periodic evaluation and feedback from international officials.
This effort would become fully operative after the 1980 Olympics

in Moscow. Front end funds for these early organizing efforts
probably would be lines of credit from the Atlanta banks (per-

haps $100,000) and the downpayment (perhaps 10%) of the nego-

tiated price of TV rights. Consultation with past Olympic

organizers, evaluation of prior Games experiences, attendance

at the 1980 Summer Games in Moscow, and hosting of at least

one IOC annual meeting and pre-Olympic trials up to two years
prior to the Games (to build local enthusiam and to rehearse

competitions) would be part of this process. Staff would be
expanded, consultants hired, architectural and transportation

renderings made, and later, visitor housing needs assessed,

cultural and youth programs developed and utilization of in-kind
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assistance from the military considered.l The phasing of

new and remodeling construction for the Olympics, probably

beginning about three years prior to the Games, would need to

adhere to strict deadlines to avoid cost overruns due to strikes,

shortages of materials, and other contingencies.

The Games

Apart from overseeing the actual conduct of the

sporting competitions during a sixteen-day period and providing

the necessary sports facilities for the many athletic events,

the Organizing Committee would provide a multitude of special

services. These would include medical arrangements for teams

and spectators; transportation for competitors and technical

officials; interpreters and hostesses; meals as required;

press, television, and radio communication facilities; accom-

modations, transportation, and training of staff personnel;

car parks and attendants; accommodations in stadia for officials'

drivers; flags and flags personnel training; Victory Ceremony

personnel and training; scoreboard operator training; and usher

training. Moreover, the Olympic Organizing Committee would

ensure suitable accommodations for Olympic team officials and

competitors, IOC officials and personnel, International Sports

IFUll scale operations would follow the Moscow Garnes in 1980.
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Federations, National Olympic Cornrnittes,media representatives,

and the local Organizing Committee's support staff. The IOC

must approve the daily charges to be paid by teams for food,

lodging and local transportation, which must be as inexpensive

as possible. IOC rules require the Organizing Committee to

discourage overcharging of visitors, participants or tourists

at the Olympic Games.

Post-Games Responsibilities

Conversion of Olympic facilities for post-Games

use would be undertaken immediately. Resolution of all finan-

cial matters would be a major undertaking at this time. The

official film of the Olympic Games would be readied for com-

pletion. Its cost would be approximately $1 million. The

Organizing Committee would also prepare and submit a final

report to the IOC. The report, required by IOC rules, would

recapitulate all aspects of the Games. Its cost would be

approximately $2 million.
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SOME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIO S

Examination of the feasibility of the Olympics for

Atlanta also mandates consideration of several preliminary

matters:

Use of Existing Facilities

Pre and post-Garnes need for the sports, housing

and transportation facilities to be utilized for the Garnes,

whether new or upgraded, would appear to constitute the only

justifiable approach to any local investment in the Garnes.

If this need could be established, then the Olympics could

serve to hasten the availability or concentration of funds

for these facilities which otherwise would not occur until

much later. In order to control costs and to be able to

justify the use of public facilities, Atlanta should make a

modest investment in capital facilities, contrasted to the

spectacles which have corne to characterize the Garnes in

recent years.

Cost Management

The highest possible degree of cost control and

managerial expertise should be applied throughout the Olympic

organizing effort. A cautious approach to cost estimates must

consider the possible need for a cost-expansion factor in all

estimates made nearly seven years in advance of any concrete
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pla~s.l Cost overruns in some past Olympiads have approached

100 percent.
Balancing costs and revenues would be further com-

plicated by the imponderable nature of politically related

funding decisions on the part of the state and federal

governments. Apart from the contingent nature of such

funding in general, local funding in early stages of pre-

paration for the Garnes could be seriously overtaxed by any

delays in decision-making on the state or national levels.

Self-Financing

Any Olympics effort should be as much self-financing

as possible. This does not imply, however, that a U.S. city

could ever handle a project of this size without infusion of

federal funds either through coin or stamp programs or

direct loan guarantees or subsidies. Nevertheless, there

leost figures, wherever they appear in this report, are reasoned
estimates in 1977 dollars subject to vast differences if unfore-
seen variables are introduced at some later time. Research
Atlanta found hard figures difficult or impossible to obtain
for Montreal which, in any case, is the example to avoid.
Munich figures were slightly more reliable; however, due to
varying currency rates and the long time span between those
Garnes and 1984, costs are accordingly imprecise. Munich
figures should be escalated 140% for reasonable 1977 equivalents,
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would be a time at the outset when financing would need to

be locally sustained -- probably through infusion of corporate

and private contributions and loans (possibly secured by a

pledge of anticipated Olympic revenues), lines of credit

from local banks and in-kind contributions from the local

government. There would be some utilization of tax revenues

and/or revenue anticipation bonds also, before the time when

the local Olympic Organizing Committee could return meaningful

revenues from any Olympic-associated promotions, issues or

sales. Sizable revenues from coins would not be totally

unrealistic in the long term; however, they would probably

not be sufficient to offset the need for extremely tight

budgeting, management and organization to keep costs under

control. Whatever monies were infused through federal pro-

grams would be derived closer to the actual staging of

the Games (one to two years prior) than at the start of

construction or reconstruction (about three years prior to

the Games and continuing until the actual events occurred) .

Local Community Support

Pursuing an Olympic venture would require the

inspiration and mobilization of the organizational and

leadership talents within the business community. In addition

to a commitment to oversee tightly the management of Olympic
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costs and related efforts from the first day of endeavor,

the other major element of business support would involve

infusion of several hundred thousands or more dollars in

organizing monies into a local Olympic organization (partic-

ularly in its early stages of operation). A Loaned Executive

Program would be one method of approaching the management

aspects of this effort. Another would be the retention by

the business community of the best available manager to

steer the project.
The Mayor and City Council of Atlanta would be called

upon for support and cooperation fairly continuously throughout

the years of preparation for the Olympics. Some travel to

meetings of the USOC and IOC would be required of the Olympic

managers and the city's political leaders. The aid of appro-

priate city government departments would undoubtedly be enlisted

in behalf of any Olympic effort. Public-private cooperation

would be essential. The urgent needs and immediate deadlines

in successfully bidding for, and then organizing, Olympic

Games would not allow any element of the public-private

equation to "sit on the fence" -- waiting for others to act

while remaining uncommitted until early signs of progress

are self-evident. The process mandates cooperative action.
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Opportunity Costs

Consideration should be given to the drain on

public and private resources from an opportunity cost viewpoint.

An Olympics should be evaluated against any other comparable

projects on the horizon which could activate the city's

resources toward efforts at permanently upgrading needed

facilities and services.

Amateur Athletics

The return to a concept of simple athletic com-

petition with minimal pomp, although a complete turnabout

from recent Olympic trends, is close to the founding ideal

of Pierre de Coubertin who revitalized the Olympic concept

in 1896.
Atlanta's commitment to a simple, "down horne" event

could establish the city as the major regional and eastern

amateur athletic center for sports training and contests.

Thereafter, with construction of an adequate regional training

center, certain other national and international contests

could be accommodated. If reputation and bookings for

sports competitions and training were nurtured, Atlanta

could conceivably realize the multiplier effects of hosting

related industries' personnel, visitors and competitors.
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Size of City - Impact of Bid

Montreal officials considering the efficacy of

Atlanta's pursuing an Olympic bid felt the international

impact of hosting Olympic Games would be greatest for the

smallest city bidding successfully. In cities with already

established international reputations, one more international

event would have little impact.
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EXPERIENCE WITH PREVIOUS OLYMPICS

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) requires

that cities hosting an Olympics event produce a written

report and film within two years following the close of the

Games. The report on Munich (in three volumes) was available

to Research Atlanta and proved to be comprehensive and exceed-

ingly helpful to the conduct of this study.
Montreal completed its film (at a cost of $1.2

million)l but its report (budgeted at $2 million) was six

months behind schedule and was not scheduled for completion

until the end of 1977. Because Montreal experienced many

problems, detailed data was not readily available, but inter-

views with key officials and review of published documents

produced facts and information considered sufficiently reliable

for the purposes of this analysis.

The Montreal Experience

The recent Montreal experience in hosting the Summer

Garnes would appear to offer data and information directly

applicable to the question of hosting the Summer Garnes in

Atlanta. Accordingly, extensive efforts were made, through

library search, telephone calls and a trip to Montreal to

lNO figure available for Munich.
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interview key officials and inspect first hand the physical

facilities in which the 1976 Summer Games were held. These

efforts revealed that, unfortunately, the Montreal Games were

characterized by: unduly elaborate construction; shortages

of materials and labor; strikes, construction sabotage and

other delays; and mismanagement and political infighting

among city, provincial and national governments -- all of

which led to incredible cost overruns. Costs initially esti-

mated at $250 million for hosting the Olympics had reached

currently estimated levels of $1.2 billion to $1.5 billion.

This, in turn, had led to political "buck-passing" regarding

responsibility for assumption of long-term debt and extensive

losses. Accurate cost figures were virtually impossible to

obtain. The main value of investigating the Montreal exper-

ience was the insight it provided about pitfalls in hosting

Olympic Games.
On the basis of the Montreal experience, one might

question why any city would ever again seek to host the Olympic

Games. There is no question that the Games were economically

unsuccessful for Montreal; benefits could not begin to offset

the tremendous costs incurred and the consequent assumption

of long-term debt now sustained by the taxpayers of Montreal

and Quebec which has yet to be retired or accurately documented

by the city or the province.
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The Munich Experience
Cost overruns were also a problem at Munich in 1972,

but financial management was less of a problem within the

Munich Organizing Committee than was the case at Montreal.

This kept the resulting budget deficit for the Garnes to a

significantly smaller scale. However, cost estimates for

staging the 1972 Summer Olympics showed steady escalation each

year above the initial figure of $178 million which was derived

in November, 1965. Anticipated costs were calculated in June,

1968, to exceed $256 million -- then almost doubled to $506

million in less than two years (February, 1970). Projected

costs finally stabilized in the range of $610 to $620 million

by February, 1971.

The primary factors behind understated estimates

in the early budgeting years proved to be: (1) additional

building measures due to a decision to stage all 22 Olympic

events (a departure from recent Garnes at that time); (2)

lack of sufficiently detailed plans at the time of making

such estimates; (3) the cost of constructing a special tent

roof over the main Olympic grounds; and (4) rising prices.

The final costs in 1972 dollars of $631 million broke down

into $227.5 million for city services and capital improvements

in Munich, $204.5 million toward sports construction projects,

$168.6 million in preparation and staging costs, and $30.4
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million for building costs at the yachting center in Kiel.l

It should be noted that the projected deficit arising from
mounting costs, which was to be covered by public outlays,

actually decreased from an estimated $271 million in February,

1971 to the final sum of $220 million.
Most important, of course, is the fact that most

of these expenditures were made for deeply felt public needs
of a long standing nature. For the City of Kiel this meant
that its investment of $2.0 million toward the cost of the

Olympics brought a return in the form of improvements costing
$30 million, which reverted to possession of the city after

the Games. (Their post-Games value might, of course, have

been considerably lower than their overall cost.) These

would include a new city theater, new and improved roads and

the yachting center in Kiel-Schilksee which, among other items,

included some high-quality residential buildings.

lMunich figures were estimated at 1972 levels. Those same
costs today would be inflated 140% so that costs today would
be $318.5 million for infrastructure, $286.3 million for
construction projects, $236 million in preparation and
staging costs, and $42.6 million for yachting center con-
struction for a total of $883.4 million (without security
costs considered). This represents an increase of $252
million for the same facilities since 1972.
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Total expenditures of the City of Munich toward

financing the cost of the Olympic Games amounted to approxi-

mately $55 million. This sum was almost identical with the
total cost ($54 million) of the 4 kilometer subway line which

runs from Munich Freiheit to the Olympic grounds, a facility

which was financed as part of the cost of the Games. In

addition, the city obtained numerous other improvements and

installations, including stadia, schools, parks, streets and
apartment buildings virtually free of charge. However, on-

going operating expenses and increased municipal services

costs, although not detailed here, would need to be considered.

In Atlanta, in contrast to Montreal and Munich, the

Olympics could actually come closer to a self-financing
standard if, in fact, truly modest capital investments were
made, under tight organizational and budgetary controls. How-

ever, the risks merit careful consideration.
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POTENTIAL CAPITAL COSTS OF HOSTING AN OLYMPICS

Staging Olympic Games could result in a massive
budget deficit (as the Montreal experience has shown) or it

could become a self-financing proposition under the right

circumstances. The objective, of course, would be to balance

costs of land acquisition, construction, and organization of
the Games with sufficient income derived from a variety of

sources.

Montreal's organizers started out with a good
concept -- one of utilizing existing facilities to the maximum

extent possible. Mayor Drapeau in his bid to the International
Olympics Committee spoke of conducting a "modest Games," one

which might be carried out for a relatively low cost of $124

million. The modest concept was a major factor in the IOC's
decision to award the 1976 Olympics to ~1ontreal. (This was

soon upgraded to an estimated $250 million for budget purposes

with actual costs now estimated to range between $1.2 billion

and $1.5 billion.) Following the IOC decision, the initial

concept was abandoned and Mayor Drapeau and his Organizing

Committee embarked on a program to construct elaborate sports

facilities.
A bid for the 1984 Summer Olympics by Atlanta, to be

realistic, would need to be based on the original concept
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that Montreal had advanced in its successful bid for the

1976 Garnes. Major sports facilities already in place in

Atlanta would appear to offer a promising starting point.

These include: Grant Field, Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium,

the Omni Coliseum, Alexander Memorial Coliseum, Lakewood
Stadium, Grady High Stadium, Stone Mountain Park, Piedmont

Park, and the World Congress Center (adapted for athletic

competition). Upgrading and modification of selected facili-

ties would be necessary to meet specific international

requirements for Olympic sporting events. A completely new
Olympic swimming and diving facility would need to be con-

structed. Another item of new construction would involve a

velodrome to accommodate cycling events. Provision for

yachting events would need to be made at Jekyll Island.

All discussion of the general requirements of the

IOC and International Sports Federations relating to Olympic

sports facilities would precede an examination of specific

scenarios for utilizing existing facilities or constructing

new ones, where appropriate. The respective International

Sports Federations would provide the rules and physical

specifications pertaining to all Olympic facilities, grounds,

tracks, courses, and equipment for each particular sport.

Their technical delegates would inspect, supervise, and

approve all training and competition sites. The Organizing
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Committee would be permitted to resist any International

Federation demands for facilities and privileges which
exceed the technical requirements of that Federation's

rules. If differences of opinion among the International

Sports Federations and the local Organizing Committee (Oe)

could not be negotiated, the IOC would resolve the dispute.
General requirements for all sports facilities

would be as follows:

1) All facilities must be conveniently located,
and in close proximity.

2) Olympic sporting events (with the possible
exception of the yachting competition) must
all take place in or around the host city,
and preferably at or near the main Olympic
stadium.

3) A large number of practice stadiums and
additional sports sites for training are
required.

4) Early rounds of team sports competition can
(and should) be staged in other cities around
the state, thereby expanding exposure to the
event and easing some of the host city's
staging and scheduling problems. (Politically,
the dispersal makes the Olympics a state
event as well.)

The twenty-two Olympic sports are equally divided

between indoor and outdoor events. Sports competitions which
would require indoor facilities include basketball, gymnastics,

volleyball, boxing, wrestling, fencing, weightlifting,
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handball, judo, and swimming, diving and water polo.l

Outdoor sites would be needed for athletics (track and

field), cycling, rowing, canoeing, equestrian, archery,

yachting, soccer, field hockey, and shooting. The modern

pentathlon event consists partially of indoor (fencing,

swimming) and partially of outdoor disciplines (riding,

shooting, athletics).

1Swimming, diving and water polo were outdoor sports in Olympics
prior to Montreal. Atlanta's climate could probably sustain
outdoor facilities for these activities.
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MAJOR CONSTRUCTION ITEMS

Main Olympic Stadium
The outfitting of the main stadium for opening and

closing ceremonies, track and field events, final equestrian

events, and perhaps the soccer finals, according to Olympic

specifications, probably would be the primary ingredient in

determining whether or not the budget for construction of
sports facilities would be reasonable or modest.

One approach in Atlanta would be the renovation of

Grant Field on the Georgia Tech campus, primarily to increase

the seating capacity to minimum Olympic requirements of

70,000 seats and to increase the field area. Estimated
costs would range from $40 to $60 million which would include

stadium changes and campus improvements.l Much of this

expenditure would be for accommodating the Olympics only,

for there would be no urgency for such renovation from

current demands placed upon it by the Georgia Tech athletic
program, but such improvements do appear on the University's

long range plan. Sufficient surrounding space for crowd

control and dispersal might be a problem. The advantages

of Grant Field would be access, coordination with other

lConsultation with local architects and construction contractors
for all figures appearing in this section (see Interviews).
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activities at adjacent sites, and the possibility of state
funding.

Several problems would complicate the option of

utilizing Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium as the main Olympic

stadium. A practical method to add approximately 20,000

(possibly temporary) additional seats would be required and

the competition area would need to be altered. Also, use of

the Stadium by the Atlanta Braves during the summer months

would conflict with the IOC rule which requires the Olympic

stadium to be used exclusively for Olympic-related purposes

for approximately one month, from one week prior to one week

after the staging of the Games.

Another alternative would involve a joint effort

by five or six of the metropolitan area colleges to construct

a stadium for their collective use after the Games. Available

locations would lie immediately south of Atlanta-Fulton
County Stadium on urban renewal land. Construction costs

would be comparable to those for renovation of Grant Field.

Modern Aquatic Center

The major area of expense for indoor events would

result from the need to construct new facilities for Olympic

aquatic competitions in swimming, diving, and water polo.

Atlanta presently lacks a 50-meter indoor pool with ten
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lanes and a 10-meter diving platform, the minimum accommoda-

tions required for Olympic swimming and diving events. An
adjacent warm-up pool of 50 meters with room for six lanes

would also be mandatory. Recent construction trends for

international aquatic competition centers, as well as the
status of Olympic swimming as a showcase event, suggest

minimum seating capacity of 15,0001 would be needed for any

new facility. Post-Games modification of a new aquatic

center for additional athletic uses could leave the facility

with final seating for about 5,000. Other specific require-

ments for the swimming center would include locker/dressing,

showers, and related accommodations for use by 1200 swimmers

concurrently, as well as 150 officials, and a conference room

seating 300.

Plans to develop a large-scale aquatic center could
possibly be tied to strong interest on the part of the Atlanta

YMCA in expanded swimming facilities, the YMCA's 1980 expansion

plans, and its commitment to a downtown location. Location

of the aquatic center in the downtown area as part of a plan to

conveniently provide swimming facilities to a daytime, downtown
population would maximize the post-Games value of such an under-

taking. The project would also provide Atlanta area athletes

lNO more than 10,000 seats were provided in Munich and Montreal.
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for the first time with sufficient Olympic-sized swimming

facilities for swimming program development. One considera-

tion would be the size of Olympic-scale facilities, perhaps

too large to be effectively sustained in post-Olympic
operations by the YMCA and the community. However, the future

needs of Atlanta public schools for swimming facilities could

absorb some slack. The other major consideration would be

the cost of such a facility -- an estimated $20-30 million.l

The YMCA could not contribute to the land or construction
expenses, but would be willing to sustain reasonable post-

Games operating costs for such a facility and would assume

the title to the site and improvements.

A 50-meter pool with diving capacity and perhaps as

many as 5,000 seats is in the planning stage for DeKalb County.

Although not adjacent to a downtown facility, this would serve

as an excellent practice facility by 1984. Another potential

practice area would be Grant Park.

In the event that scheduling and training difficulties

complicate location of all Olympic aquatic events in a single

facility, the lake at Piedmont Park could offer some possibilities

as a site for water polo. Construction of floating platforms

for spectators and installation of a polyliner within the lake

lConsultation with local architects and construction contractors.
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would involve relatively minimal expenses and would be a
particularly effective staging area, but would be subject to

close scrutiny by the International Sports Federations.

New Velodrome for Cycling Events

Finding routes for the street cycling events could

be handled without great difficulty (Ga. 400 is one possibility) .

A temporary circuit course could be set up at Stone 10untain

Park. But construction of a new velodrome for the major cycling

events would be necessary to meet IOC requirements.

An indoor facility (the first in Olympic history), of

revolutionary design, was constructed in Montreal. Early cost

estimates soared from $12.3 million in August, 1973 to an esti-

mated completed cost of $90 to $100 million. Much of this

massive expense was due to soil and foundation problems and

the low productivity of the labor force on the site. In con-

trast, a temporary velodrome was built at the University of

Montreal in only six weeks' time for the 1974 World Competitions

at a cost of only $274,000 and was completely functional.

If the more modest approach were acceptable in 1984,

an outdoor velodrome at Lakewood Fairgrounds would cost

approximately $1 to $3 millionl to accommodate the cycling

competition. An outdoor bicycle track would be more than

adequate technically. However, there could be strong inclina-

lConsultation with local architects and construction contractors.
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tion by the International Cycling Federation toward indoor

facilities to enhance the prestige for this event and to
lower racing times. If this interest in an indoor

facility became substantial, serious consideration could be

given to coupling the construction of an indoor velodrome
with development of a United States Cycling Training Center

in Atlanta. Cost for such a facility was estimated at $5 to
$10 million.l A permanent national training facility would

appear to be urgently needed. No acceptable facility exists

in the United States today.

Regional Olympic Training Center

A prime concern in construction of Olympic sports

facilities, apart from cost, would be the IOC requirement

that sports facilities be highly centralized. As a result,

such facilities have proved more useful for professional

spectator sports than for participatory amateur athletics.

In Atlanta, however, expensive construction projects should

not be undertaken without establishing their permanent value
in meeting current deficiencies in the Atlanta community.

An excellent opportunity would exist to combine

Olympic preparation with development of needed athletic

facilities for amateur athletics in Atlanta. The USOC will

IConsultation with local architects and construction contractors.
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soon designate a site for construction of a permanent

regional (or east coast) Olympic training center. Such a

facility could be accommodated at the Lakewood Fairgrounds

or elsewhere. If the Olympics were pursued, the new velodrome

could be at that location in addition to indoor fencing or

judo competitions. The training center could serve as a

practice area for several of the Olympic sports. In addition

to boosting the development of amateur athletics throughout

the Southeast, the center would provide Atlanta with the

permanent capability to host future international sports

competitions for which it is presently unsuited. Total

estimated costs for the Regional Olympic Training Center

would be approximately $27-35 million.l

1Consultation with local architects and construction contractors.
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UTILIZATION OF EXISTING FACILITIES

The Omni
Atlanta's premier indoor sports facility, with a

seating capacity of 16,500, could handle the entire gymnastics
competition and the later stages of basketball, volleyball,

boxing and team handball competitions. Scheduling conflicts

would make it impossible to fit each stage of these four

Olympic sporting competitions·into the Omni within the limits

imposed by a sixteen day Olympics. The growing popularity of

gymnastics necessitates giving this sport priority in use of

the Omni. New warm-up and practice facilities would need to

be built to accommodate this sport and the others (i.e., basket-
ball, volleyball and boxing). These facilities could be housed

in a temporary pneumatic structure which would be removed to

another location (or sold) when the Games were over. Such

facilities would cost an estimated $3 to $5 million.l

The Organizing Committee for the Summer Games in
Munich discovered that the length of time required to conduct

an Olympic basketball tournament would require exclusive use

of an indoor facility, if only a single site were used. In

order to accommodate the scheduling needs of gymnastics,

volleyball, and boxing events at the Omni, early rounds in

lConsultation with local architects and construction contractors.
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the basketball competitions would need to be shifted to

suitable arenas at Athens (10,500 seats) and Macon (8,800

seats). Semifinals and finals would then be held at the

Omni.

Early rounds of the volleyball, boxing and team

handball competitions would occur in other locations also,

but the Omni would host the finals in each of these events.
. 1Agaln, warm-up and practice facilities would be needed.

Another major consideration would involve installation of
special scoreboards and associated electronic equipment,

which could cost up to $2 million or more.2

Alexander Memorial Coliseum
at Georgia Tech

As noted previously, the early stages of the volley-
ball competition could be successfully housed in the Tech

Coliseum. However, an international trend toward greater

seating capacities for this increasingly popular sport could

present some problems for this somewhat limited (7,000 seat)

facility. Here too, warm-up and practice courts could be

accommodated with pneumatic structures placed on the adjacent

parking area. Security considerations would dictate their

1Warm-up facilities may not be required by IOC in the future.

2Consultation with local architects and construction contractors.
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acceptability to the IOC. The cost of upgrading this

Coliseum would be $1 to 2 million.l

World Congress Center

Boxing, fencing, wrestling, and perhaps weightlifting

events could be staged in the World Congress Center (WCC).

Major modifications would involve installation of seating,

locker rooms and scoreboards, and provisions for improving

acoustics. Two possible problem areas would lie in the

relatively low ceiling height (30 feet) and limited seating

capacities ranging from 6,000 to 8,400 for different events.

The WCC could serve as the location for intermediate rounds

of the boxing tournament, although limited seating, spacing,

and height limitation problems would need to be negotiated

with international officials. Projected costs for staging

boxing within the WCC could reach almost $3 million. The

International Federation would also require 20 practice

rings, preferably located within a 3-mile radius of each

other.2

The International Federation for Fencing would

require an indoor area of about 21,700 square feet. These

lIbido

2International Olympic Committee Rules.
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space requirements would pose some problems if the WCC was

preempted for other sports. Facilities at Georgia State

University (the next best alternative) would probably be too

small and lack adequate seating capacity. Should a Regional

Olympic Training Center or new YMCA facilities be constructed,
fencing could be held at either location. If the WCC was

available, costs for acoustic modifications and installations

of seats for this sport could range from $l to $2 million.l

Wrestling competition could ideally be located in

two facilities, since scheduling problems may arise if the

Greco and free style events were both staged in the same

building. Alexander Memorial Coliseum would be an excellent

site, but its use would probably be preempted for volleyball
competition. The most likely choice would then become the World
ICongress Center. Ten days of competition could be held

there in the absence of another facility that is both suitable

and available. Projected seating capacity of about 6,000 at

the WCC would be comparable .to the facility for wrestling at
Montreal, but slightly below international trends for Olympic

wrestling arenas. Utilizing the WCC for wrestling would

represent a departure from the traditional type of facility

used for international amateur wrestling, and previously

noted problems would merit further consideration.
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Civic Center

Handball events could be housed within the Civic

Center. Handball's need for a hockey rink-sized facility
seating at least 5,000 people could be accommodated primarily

in the exhibition hall, which could sustain 5,000 temporary

seats with room for competition and practice areas. Arenas

in Macon and Athens could be used for some of the preliminary

rounds, but warm-up facilities would be lacking without further

construction. The total investment for staging handball

competition would be at least $2 million.l

The weightlifting competition could be held in the

auditorium of the Civic Center. The World Congress Center

would provide a good alternative if its use was not preempted

for other sports events. If conflicts arose with Olympic

cultural events scheduled for the Civic Center, this sport's
modest space requirements would allow it to be relocated

without great difficulty. If the Atlanta Auditorium were

still in existence it could be considered for the event,

however, considerable renovation would be required.

Stone Mountain Park

The scenic quality of Stone Mountain Park would

merit primary consideration in staging Olympic competitions

in rowing, canoeing, equestrian, archery and shooting. As

I
Consultations with local architects and construction contractors.
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many events as possible would probably be held there due to

its potential for crowd control, its natural grandeur adding

to the beauty of the Garnes, and the fact that it would be

self-contained, which could have security and traffic flow

advantages.

Although the Stone Mountain Park area would provide
a fine location for rowing and canoeing events, extensive

construction would be required to meet Olympic specifications.

Minimum roc requirements would include 6 competition lanes
measuring 13.5 meters each in length, and depth throughout

of at least 3.5 meters (but the latter standard was relaxed
in 1976 at Montreal where a depth of only 2.2 to 2.3 meters

was allowed). Some beach area, camping area and a portion

of a small island would need to be cut back, although they

could be restored after the Garnes. Sufficient other expansion

areas could be located elsewhere. Floating stands on pontoon
platforms could accommodate all the required seats. A new

hotel, presently in the Authority's long term plan, could

enhance the staging of these events. Accommodation of film

crews moving along the course during an event could be a

serious problem here unless agreements for stationary filming

were made.

The scenic quality of viewing the entire course from

the top of Stone Mountain would be an intangible benefit
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augmenting the site's appeal. The advantage to Stone Mountain

Park of allowing necessary modifications would be development

of improved transportation and parking facilities there.

Cost estimates would range from $15-20 mi11ion.1

Rowing and canoeing events could probably fit into

Lake Lanier, Lake Spivey or Callaway Gardens, however, IOC

officials in the past have judged lakes unacceptable competi-

tion sites due to nonuniform, and often uncontrollable, con-

ditions.

Stone Mountain Park could also provide the 57,500

square meter area needed for all equestrian events apart from

the three-day cross country competition, although trans-

portation and parking problems would need to be resolved. A

second competition area would be needed for the three-day

cross country event. A sufficient number of stalls for

horses and training areas would also need to be provided but

the expense would be minimal.

Wills Park could be adapted to sustain equestrian

events; Olympic requirements are currently in excess of what

is presently available. The main problem for this sport would

be the need for a 20-mi1e, cross-country riding course near

the equestrian center. The total investment could range

1Consu1tation with local architects and construction contractors.
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from $2 to $5 million.l A groom's village would represent a

small additional expense.

The archery events would require only a temporary

competition facility, but one of a much larger area than

most ordinary sports facilities now contain. The tournament
field should be level (grading will be required) and measure

approximately 250 meters by 200 meters. An adequate site

could be made available at either Stone Mountain Park or
Piedmont Park, with total costs not exceeding $1 million.2

Seating capacity for 2,000 spectators would be adequate.

Finding an attractive site would be important.

The main consideration in staging the Olympic

shooting competition would be control of noise. Traditionally
located 25 to 30 miles away from the Olympic Center, these

events would require 50 to 60 acres of land. An interesting

alternative to use of the Stone Mountain Park area would be

available through involvement of local gun clubs (e.g.

Riverbend Gun Club). Such clubs could relocate to operate

any new facility after the Olympics. Upgrading of present

facilities for competition could cost $1.5 million. Parking

1Consultation with local architects and construction contractors.

2Ibid.
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and clubhouse facilities would represent additional expenses.
A relocated facility would cost $1 million or more.l

Jekyll Island

The most likely location for the yachting competi-
tion would be along the seacoast at Jekyll Island, for several

reasons. In addition to meeting basic IOC requirements, the

site is operated by a state authority. This could facilitate

funding for any needed modifications which would serve to

enhance the area as a tourist attraction. The facilities at'

Lake Lanier would be inadequate for Olympic yachting.

The major construction need would be a new marina

on the lagoon side of the Island. The existing marina would

not be large enough for international competition. In

addition to accommodating approximately 150 boats, a yachting

site remote from the main Olympic center would need to house

more than 300 athletes in a small-scale Olympic Village.

Anyone of the island's hotels or an area university could

sufficiently accommodate the athletes, and offer the accessory

facilities needed. Providing security would probably be the
main cost.

lconsultation with local architects and construction contractors.
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Lakewood Stadium - Grady Stadium

Field hockey competition could be staged in several

football stadiums around the area. Lakewood Stadium or
Grady High School Stadium could accommodate the sport if

their capacities were increased by 6,500. Facilities at

DeKalb Junior College and Cheney Stadium could also be
considered.
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OTHER SPORTING EVENT SITES

Soccer
The usual approach to staging the soccer competi-

tion would be to locate early matches in outlying areas,

with the later rounds in the main stadium. However, out-of-

town stadia of sufficient size do not exist, especially

since the dimensions of a soccer field are not compatible

with an oval-shaped football stadium. DeKalb Junior College

could offer a 20,000 seat facility which would require

removal of several lanes of track around its field.

The Montreal experience would suggest the desirabil-

ity of a second large stadium for this sport (apart from the
regular Olympic stadium), because of scheduling problems and

high interest by foreign visitors in viewing the competition.

The most attractive option would be use of Atlanta-Fulton

County Stadium. Apart from $2 to $10 millionl in field

conversion costs, the competition would require adjustment
of the Braves' horne schedule. Field adjustments would be

particularly needed in this case since soccer could not be

dispersed as easily to other fields due to the modifications

required.

Judo

Any good-sized basketball gymnasium could provide

lConversations with local architects.
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sufficient space for the Judo competition, but none of those

foreseeably available in the Atlanta area would offer the

needed seating capacity of 7,000. Georgia State University

would come closest with about 5,000. In the event that one
of the indoor facilities presently committed for other

Olympic sports events could not be freed for judo, serious

consideration would have to be given to locating this event
either at a regional training center; within the velodrome

(if enclosed); or in an expanded gYmnasium. Modifications
could be about $1 million.l

Modern Pentathlon

The riding, fencing, shooting, swimming, and

running facilities needed for this event would be provided

at the main competition sites for each respective Olympic

sport previously discussed.

A Note on Training Sites

The provision of an adequate number of training

sites for competitors in each Olympic sport could not be

neglected in initial plans for sports facilities needed for

the Games. The most important considerations for training

sites would be that they be reasonably close to the Olympic
Village and approximate as nearly as possible the actual

lconversations with local architects.
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conditions of the site for official competition in each

sport. Separate training sites would be absolutely necessary
for light athletics, boxing, handball, field hockey, wrestling,

weightlifting, fencing, judo, soccer, and archery. Competition

sites for rowing, canoeing, shooting, and cycling could serve

simultaneously as training sites. Provision of sites purely

for training purposes would be optional for gymnastics,
basketball, volleyball, and swimming.

In considering initial plans to meet international

requirements for Olympic sports facilities, it should be noted

that all cities hosting the Garnes in recent years have conducted

Olympiads vastly different from the presentations with which
they made their successful bids to the IOC. Also in the past,

negotiations with International Sports Federations have resulted

in changes in the Federations' physical requirements.

In summary, the main considerations for successfully

handling the provision of necessary Olympic sports facilities

would emphasize renovation of existing facilities rather

than new construction; continued commitment to identifying

the permanent value of any proposed new or improved sports

facilities; and development of an integrated process for

long-term planning, bidding, and construction cost control.
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OLYMPIC VILLAGE

The IOC requires an Olympic village to house 12,000

athletes and officials. It should be located in close proximity

to the main stadium, practice fields, and other Olympic facili-

ties. At the 1972 Summer Olympics, for instance, the distances
between the Olympic Villages and sports facilities averaged

only a few hundred meters. A serious problem in designing

such housing would be posed by the need to reconcile the

special needs of Olympic athletes for approximately one

month with the long-term use intended for such housing after
the Games were completed.

Other concerns in planning such construction would
include locating free space available for the buildings and

the purchase cost.

The most popular design for past Olympic Villages

has been a modern high-rise style, which allows best utiliza-

tion after the Games. (The best design to keep Olympic partici-
pants relaxed is believed to be many small rooms rather than

large, open dormitories.)l Ten square meters would be con-

sidered sufficient room space for one athlete, fifteen

square meters for two, and twenty square meters for three.

lIn Montreal thirteen persons per room; in Munich seven persons
per room.
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One of the most important planning considerations

would involve the need to create good conditions for social
contacts and meetings. By relegating motor traffic to an

underground level, the Munich Olympic Village planners

succeeded in leaving large pedestrian areas with green space
and providing a well-frequented business area. The specific

needs within an Olympic Village would be: dining rooms,

team medical treatment rooms, national team headquarters,

office accommodations, large storerooms, large ventilated

drying rooms apart from living areas (to air and dry sports

clothes), theatres, amusement areas, houses of worship,

saunas, a bank and post office, a small shopping center,

hairdressing salons, photographic center, shoe repair center,

sewing center, laundry, security service, and internal and

external shuttle bus service.
Historically, there has been a three to one ratio

between Olympic athletes and officials housed at an Olympic

Village. The largest single daily occupancy in 1972 at

Munich was 10,562. At any given time as much as 15% to 20%

of the total possible number of beds could be unused because

teams from different countries could not be mixed in the

same housing unit. Countries with large national teams might

also wish to avoid mixing teams of different sports in the

same unit.
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The Olympic Village constructed at Montreal for

the 1976 Summer Olympics was composed of 932 apartments, 18
stories in height, in a twin tower design. It housed almost
12,000 persons in cramped, uncomfortable fashion. Larger

two bedroom units had to accommodate as many as 12 people

each. The project was to be built entirely by private

developers, with plans to sell the units after the Games as
condominiums at prices ranging from $20,000 to $60,000. The

design was chosen for its spectacular and innovative nature,

but, with all entrances opening onto outside terraces, it
was inappropriate 'for Montreal's climate. Resale and/or

reuse of the apartments is an unresolved problem at this
time; the complex is now closed.

The developers began construction without a completed

contract. Operating on a cost-plus basis, as time pressures

grew, they were able to dictate terms to the Montreal city

officials responsible for Olympic construction. The city

government finally intervened to complete the project itself

amid cost overruns, delays, and squabbles. The ultimate

cost mounted to above $80 million.l

An alternate proposal, discarded in Montreal, involved

use of 7,500 dormitory units at McGill and Montreal universi-

1Interview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, Comit~
Organisateur des Jeux Olympiques (COJO). Cited hereinafter
as COJO.
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ties. The plan involved no demolition or destruction of green

space and appeared to be practical and of modest cost. A similar
proposal meriting consideration for 1984 would involve utili-

zation of existing and newly-constructed dormitories at

Georgia Tech as an Olympic Village. It would, of course,

involve suspension of normal education activities for most

of the summer quarter. Also, security and transportation

problems would need to be resolved.

Other Olympic Village alternatives would involve

modifications of Bedford-Pine or the public housing project

at Techwood Homes. Neighborhood Three in the proposed develop-

ment of Bedford-Pine as a village location would offer proximity

to a hospital, a possible people mover stop, an expanded

YMCA center, and other facilities. The timing for development

of the planned 955 units would fit 1984 Olympic housing

needs. There would be some potential problems of high

density in a small area with a resulting lack of sufficient

open areas. If further development of the project were tied to

Olympic Village needs, the investment required for the total

package would approach $60 million.l

Utilization of Techwood Homes would be linked to

thorough renovation of the interior of its 604 units. The

lThis figure was derived by placing 12 athletes per unit in
1,000 units at approximately $5,000 per room.
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housing units in nearby Clark-Howell would also need to be

utilized to provide sufficient capacity for Olympic Village

needs. This proposal would offer the advantages of ideally

scaled units, sufficient open areas, definitive boundaries
and more modest costs (for remodeling) of about $8,000 per

. 1unlt. All of the accessory Olympic Village facilities
would need to be added. The major obstacle here would be
the relocation of existing tenants for at least a temporary

period. Conformity with the Federal Relocation Assistance

Act would mandate a relocation payment to each family of

$4,700 and financial assistance in actually making the move.

lDerived from architectural estimations for remodeling costs.
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OTHER ANTICIPATED COSTS AND RISKS

Certain costs do not easily lend themselves to

quantification in dollar terms. First and foremost would be
the cost of diverting enormous amounts of time and energy

from the normal, ongoing demands of operating an efficient

city to the once-in-a-lifetime effort required to host a
successful Olympics.

Need for Strong Organization

A city preparing to host an Olympics would first
establish a strong, responsible organization headed by an

experienced, top caliber administrator with powers and

authority commensurate with responsibilities. A realistic

budget would be prepared with built-in procedures for periodic

auditing and reporting by independent agencies outside the

operating organization. Programs for phasing and scheduling

of construction activities would need to be adopted early in

the process, with firm deadlines for completion of all

facilities well in advance of need and without avoidable

delays and payments for costly overtime work.

The Threat of Terrorist Activities

High among the risks to be considered would be the

threat of terrorist activities. Terrorist attacks on Israeli

athletes marred the 1972 Olympics. They will no doubt be
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identified with the Munich Olympics long after the memories

of the athletes and other more positive images of the Olympics
are gone.

Although terrorist activities continue to be a

major problem throughout the world, there were no such

incidents to mar the Olympic Games held in Montreal. Montreal's

apparent success in dealing with the problem was attributed,
in part at least, to the massive security precautions taken

by the city and by the provincial and national governments

during the Games. (Security at the Montreal Games is reported

to have cost $140 million.)

Politicizing of the Games

While Montreal escaped any terrorist incidents, it

was not able to avoid another characteristic of recent

Olympics -- the use of the Games as an instrument of national

political propaganda. This is said to have started with the

Berlin Games of 1936, which Adolf Hitler attempted to use as

a showcase for Nazism and "Aryan supremacy."l It reappeared

in Munich where, under pressure from some African nations,

the Rhodesian team was disqualified. And it was a problem

in Montreal, where two major incidents occurred.

IThe effort was considered a failure largely because of the
spectacular performance of Jesse Owens and nine other blacks
on the American Olympic squad.
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First, the Canadian government, under pressure

from Communist China, refused to permit Taiwan to compete as

the Republic of China. Taiwan withdrew from the Olympics

and called its athletes home. Next, most of the African

nations withdrew to protest the participation of New Zealand,

whose national rugby team had competed in segregationist

South Africa. It is possible, of course, that by 1984 these

world-wide political problems would have subsided but,

again, there would be no guarantees.

Strikes and Work Stoppages

The relatively inflexible deadline for staging

Olympic events would present unusual opportunities for
unions to improve wages and bargaining positions through

work stoppages, strikes, and other construction delays. In

Olympic construction a highly customized product would be

produced, one time only, on a specific site, for completion

at a specific date, at which time the entire effort would

come to an end. This could create an unusual degree of

tension, insecurity and conflict in labor relations. In

Montreal, all of these factors led to extensive cost overruns

arising out of payments for overtime, productivity bonuses,

and the necessity of scheduling a considerable amount of

work in winter.
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Transportation Loads and Overloads
Olympic planners for the 1972 Munich Games recognized

at an early stage that the city's surface traffic system,

already handling an estimated 600,000 vehicles each day in

the "outer ring" of the metropolitan area, could not handle

by itself the added influx of Olympic visitors unless they

were channeled to public transportation instead of private

automobiles. Only one of eight visitors was allowed to drive

to the Olympic Park by car. Nevertheless, an estimated 920

to 14,000 Olympics-related automobiles per hour were on the

road, depending on the event, and 2,350 to 33,800 parking

places were occupied hourly by such vehicles. At the same

time, 6,700 to 58,500 Olympics-related passengers per hour

were directed to public transportation facilities. The

greatest number of passengers carried by the public transit

facilities on a single day of Olympic events totaled 625,000.
The overall traffic plan for Munich focused on 1)

reduction of the regular, individual Munich and vacation

traffic; 2) regulation of traffic arriving at and leaving
Olympic events; 3) transferring as much as possible to public

transportation facilities; 4) control of internal traffic;

and 5) creation of parking lots and measures for regulating

automobile parking.
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The guiding principles were that 1) Olympic traffic

had basic priority; 2) moving traffic had priority over stand-

ing traffic; and 3) standing traffic had to be accommodated

outside the areas required for the Olympic Games. Reducing

the volume of traffic leaving or entering Olympic sites at
the same time was the key consideration. Footpaths were

provided to disperse the crowd after every sports event.

Construction of already planned public means of

transportation was accelerated in preparation for the Munich

Games. Meanwhile, a large-scale information campaign encouraged

use of public transit facilities. As a result, the actual

road traffic experienced at the beginning of the Games was

lighter than expected. The recently completed subway system

handled a much greater percentage of the total volume than

originally planned. Additional air passengers for the 1972

Summer Olympics totaled 260,000.

The Organizing Committee would take responsibility

for providing internal transportation for accredited persons

and officials as well as temporary staff during the Games.

In Munich the need for automobiles was successfully met by

borrowing them from automobile manufacturers. An internal

bus transportation system was organized for athletes and

journalists going to training and competition sites, with
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commuter lines operating in the Olympic Village and shuttle

bus lines leading to competition areas.

It would be somewhat premature to try to estimate

the full impact of Olympic crowds on the Atlanta transporta-

tion system should the Games be held here in 1984. It could

be expected that as many as 150,000 people (or more) could

be attending Olympic events at one time. It would be reasonable
to expect that 200,000 or more could be congregated, or

moving about, in the downtown area. Superimposed on Atlanta's
existing bus and street system, this would be a tremendous

burden for the city. Coming in 1984, however, with major

elements of the MARTA system completed (at least in the

central city) and with the possibility of a people mover in

place within the downtown area serving the main sporting

event sites, the problem would not be insurmountable. The

current Georgia Department of Transportation recommended

route for the people mover (from a study of convention crowd

and regular downtown circul~tion) would connect main elements

of the Olympic proposal with the principal hotel district.

However, complex routing and street schedules, fleet mainte-

nance and operating costs, and myriad other transportation

concerns would require financing and would necessitate a

transportation coordinator as one member of the local organiz-

ing effort, especially as the Games edged closer to actual

staging.
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ANTICIPATED REVENUES TO OFFSE~ COSTS

The costs of hosting Olympic Games could be offset
by revenues from a variety of sources: sale of Olympic

coins; gate receipts from ticket sales for all Olympic
events; sale of television rights; corporate sponsorships;

sale of commemorative stamps and medals; official licensees

for merchandise and souvenirs; Olympic Village rentals;

commercial concessions and, as in the case of Munich and

Montreal, sale of lottery tickets to a national Olympic
lottery.

Olympic Lottery

The lottery was by far the largest money raiser in
the 1976 Games at Montreal and it was an important source of

revenue at Munich. Two lotteries for the 1972 Munich Games

brought in $134 million (420 million DM).l Approximately
$235 million was raised in Montreal. (In the preliminary

budget prepared for the 1976 Games, the organizers were pro-

jecting only $32 million from this source.) It should be

pointed out, however, that the national legislation which

established the Canadian lottery prohibited use of lottery

revenue for financing construction of permanent facilities.

The law was later modified to allow receipts from Quebec

Province to be applied to construction. Revenues from the

lDocumented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympics Organizing Committee.
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other provinces, however, were restricted to organization

costs only.l

Taking into account the relative size of the Canadian

and United States populations (23 million vs.215 million), it
would be reasonable to expect that some multiple of the

Montreal Games revenues could be realized with a national

Olympic lottery held in the U.S. The costs outlined could

be entirely offset by the revenues from a national lottery

alone. However, the prospects of funding the Olympics, in

whole or in part, from this source do not look attractive at

this time, even though lotteries have achieved acceptance in

those states where they have been authorized. (Since 1957,

at least 14 bills to establish a Federal lottery have been

introduced into Congress. None has been reported out of the

committees to which the bills were assigned.)

At present, lotteries are in operation in 13

states. They are specifically' prohibited by the constitutions

of all the other states. Theoretically, the Federal government

could invoke the Interstate Commerce Clause of the U. S.
Constitution and create a national lottery. However, there

1 .Intervlew with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.
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would be some question whether the Federal government could

force any state to participate in operation and maintenance

of such a lottery prograrn.l

Some alternative approaches to avoid this issue

have been proposed by the President's Commission on Olympic

Sports. These include: 1) enacting Federal legislation
establishing a national lottery which would be handled

entirely by a Federal lottery 'sales force within each of the
50 states; 2) enacting legislation restricting interstate sales

of lottery tickets only to residents in states wishing to

voluntarily participate (the Commission estimates that $533

million might be received even if sales are restricted to the

13 states now permitting lotteries); and 3) licensing the use
of the Olympic name and symbol in connection with a special

Olympic lottery to be held only in those states that already

have them. The last approach would not require any special

legislation.

Since the 13 states which now allow lotteries contain

an estimated 40 percent of the U. S. population (about 85

million people) the returns could be substantial. A big

question would be the degree to which the 13 states with

lotteries would welcome participation of this kind for

financing Olympic Games to be held in another state. The

1
President's Commission on Olympic Sports, Final Report, p. 464.
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sponsoring state would also have to overcome the oppo-

sition of its own citizens, many of whom would oppose

this form of gambling on moral or personal grounds.l In

summary, the prospects of using a lottery to finance Olympic

Games to be held in Georgia must be regarded as exceedingly
dim at this time.

Sale of Olympic Coins

A second major revenue producer for Olympic Games

has been the sale of Olympic coins. The basic objective of

any commemorative coins program would be to earn seignorage:

the difference between the legally-designated face value of a

coin and the cost of materials, design, minting and distribution.

Purchase of the coins by collectors would substantially
reduce the burden of financing major projects through ticket

sales and other traditional means. To the extent that coins

would be purchased by people living outside the issuing

country, a portion of the total cost would be absorbed by

non-residents. In this regard, it should be noted that IOC
rules call for allocation of three percent of the face value

of the coins sold in a given country to the National Olympic

Committee in the country where the coins would be sold.2

Ipresident's commission on Olympic Sports, Final Report, p. 465.

2MCGill University, Office of Industrial Research, The Econom~
Impact of the 1976 Olympic Garnes - Second Interim Report.
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The 1972 Summer Games at lunich netted over $200

million from sales of approximately 100 million silver coins.l

Coin sales for the 1976 Montreal Olympics were well over $400

million, but they netted only $112.5 million, substantially

below initial projections. The expected profits from the

coin sales were greatly reduced in Montreal (by about $100

million) because of higher-than-anticipated marketing costs
and because of delays in setting up the program. If the silver

had been purchased one year earlier (in July of 1972) as

initially planned, the mint would have paid only $1.90 rather
than $4 per ounce.2

The delays also had an impact on the sales program.
The initial concept was to market sets of 28 different coins

in groups of four in seven separate issues spaced six to eight

months apart. When the coins program was delayed (because the

Canadian Parliament failed to pass the necessary legislation
in 1972) the seven issues had to be telescoped into a marketing

time frame of approximately 30 months. The coins bill eventu-

ally passed in 1973, but the Canadian Mint did not begin to

distribute the coins until February, 1974. This did not provide

an adequate amount of time for each issue to be absorbed by

prospective purchasers before the next issue was due.3

lDocumented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympic Organizing Committee.

2Interviews with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO,
and Gerry Snyder, Vice Chairman of the Executive Committee, COJO.
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The Canadian government also delayed permission

for issuance of a gold coin until late in the program. (The

coin was not available until 1976, the year of the Games.)

Apparently, great pressure was applied against the gold coin
by the International Monetary Fund, which prefers to deemphasize

the relationship between gold and money. (In the case of

the Canadian coin program, it was successfully argued that

the issuance of gold coins would help dispose of surplus

supplies with no adverse impact on commodity markets.)

Because of its late start, only $25 million was realized

from the gold coin program, but the Montreal Organizing

Committee reports strong interest in the coin, particularly

from European purchasers who traditionally have looked to

gold as a primary hedge against inflation.l

With full knowledge of the Montreal experience,

the President's Commission on Olympic Sports estimate that a

u. S. coin program could generate $1.0 to $1.2 billion in

gross sales and net a 50% profit, or $500 million to $600

million. Given the ratio of u.s. to Canada population (U.S.
is 9 times as large) and applying this to the net receipts

of over $100 million cited earlier, this would appear to be

a reasonable estimate, even taking into account the fact

that approximately 30 percent of the coins purchased prior
to the 1976 Games were sold to United States residents.

lInterview with Gerry Snyder, Vice Chairman of the Executive
Committee, COJO.
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A commemorative coin program in the United States

would require special authorizing legislation, however, and

Treasury Department opposition has been instrumental in pre-

venting any authorization for coin proposals over the last

25 years. The Executive Branch objections to coin proposals
passed by Congress have centered around: 1) opening the flood-

gates to more commemorative coin proposals; 2) lack of control
over dealer trafficking in such coins for private gain; 3)

detraction from the fundamental purpose of a currency system

in functioning as a medium of exchange; 4) public confusion

arising out of a multiplicity of coin designs; and 5) facilita-

tion of counterfeiting. According to the President's Commission
on Olympic Sports, several U.S. Presidents have advocated use

of commemorative medals in place of commemorative coins. As

a revenue producer, however, commemorative medals could not

be expected to have the wide acceptance that coins would

have in sales to the general public.l

The Montreal Olympic Committee faced concerns similar

to those described above, including objections that speculation

lAlthoUgh it would not be expected that the Olympic coins
would see general use as currency, they are legal tender
and the purchaser would have assurance that the downside
risk would be minimized. Although full purchase price
might not always be recoverable (where a premium had been
paid for packaging) a bank would always pay face value for
the coin. With commemorative medals, on the other hand,
no such option would exist.
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might raise the free market price of gold. Here, too, there

were fears that a large number of coins might get into circula-

tion and disrupt the economy. The Committee was able to over-
come these fears by packaging the coins in attractive display

cases and marketing them at considerable premiums (about 50%)

~bove face value; all of which tended to discourage their use

in ordinary transactions. In addition, the program administrator

pledged to buy back from the banks any Olympic coins that got

into circulation. (Only $500 was ultimately paid out in connec-

tion with the buy back arrangement.)l

Fears that the Montreal Olympic coin program would

set a precedent and open the floodgates for other special coin

proposals were alleviated by enabling legislation which set
very narrow criteria for future special coin programs. These

criteria, which might apply equally well to the concerns voiced

in the past in the United States, were summarized in the Final

Report of The President's Commission on Olympic Sports, as

follows:
Coins commemorate an international event in
which most nations recognized by Canada par-
ticipated;

Event is not likely to be held more than once-
in-a-lifetime in Canada;

Event is universally recognized in terms of
its contribution to world understanding;

IInterview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.
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Event will enjoy wide national and inter-
national public support and participation;
Event will be apolitical by nature;

Event will have no racial or religious bias; and
Event will have no commercial or professional
objectives.

By adopting similar criteria, the chances of allaying

opposition fears to the exten~ that legislation authorizing

the issuance of U.S. Olympic coins could be passed, would appear
to be favorable at this time. However, the possibility thac

it would not pass, coupled with volatility of world market

pricing of silver and gold, should be regarded as serious

risks in staging an Olympics heavily dependent on the success-

ful implementation of a coin program.

Ticket Sales

In the absence of a lottery or commemorative coin

program, financing of the Olympics would rely primarily on

revenues derived from gate receipts, sale of television rights

and corporate sponsorships. These sources would need to be

augmented with public subsidies; the gap between these alter-

nate revenue sources and coin or lottery programs would be

vast.

An estimated 3.3 million tickets were sold at Montreal.

Ticket prices ranged from $1 or $2 for minor events and practice

sessions to $40 per seat for the opening and closing ceremonies.
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Prices for the more popular sports such as track and field,

swimming and gymnastics ranged up to $24 per seat.

Total receipts from admissions for the varied

sporting events were estimated to be approximately $15.8

million at Montreall and $11 million at Munich.2 Anticipated

receipts from future Olympics would not be likely to depart

substantially from these figures, given the upper limits on

the capacity of main and supporting stadia and on IOC provisions

that admission prices are subject to IOC approval and must

be kept as low as possible.

Sale of Television Rights

Although no charges could be assessed for radio

and written press coverage, the sale of television rights

has become a potentially lucrative source of revenue.

Approximately $20 million was paid for the rights to telecast

the 1972 Summer Olympics worldwide.3 Gross revenues between
$53 and $54 million were generated for transmission of the

1976 Summer Olympics at Montreal. While final figures on a

world-wide basis were not available, it was reported that broad-

casting rights for the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow were

awarded to u.S. interests for an estimated $80 million. It

llnterview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.

2Docurnented interview with Wille Daurne, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympics Organizing Committee.
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is estimated that projected gross revenu~s for the 1984

Summer Games, if held in the United States, could also be

$80 million.l

Only a portion of such income, however, could be used

by the Organizing Committee to defray its costs in staging

the Games. The IOC has set up a formula for allocating

television revenue: the first million dollars would go entirely

to the IOC; the IOC would receive 2/3 of the second million

dollars while the OC would keep 1/3; the OC would retain 2/~

of all revenues above $2 million.2 While this amount could
be large, significant costs in providing the necessary

technical facilities for telecasts have offset this source

of income in past Olympic Games.

Costs of $50 million, for example, were encountered

in 1976 at Montreal (against $53 to $54 million gross revenues).3

These costs would be greatly reduced in the event the host city

is located in one of the m~jor television markets in the United

States where equipment and experienced personnel were readily

available. They could be further reduced if the host city

for the Olympics was also host city for the National Democratic

lInterview with Gerry Snyder, Vice Chairman of the Executive
Committee, COJO.

2International Olympic Committee, Olympic Rules, By-Laws and
Instructions.

3 .Interv~ew with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.
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and/or Republican conventions (always held in the same year

as the Olympics) or increased substantially if TV equipment

and personnel would need to be transported to a city (or

cities) some distance away. Because of these imponderables,

it would be impossible to project with any degree of confidence
the net revenues that might reasonably be anticipated from

sale of television rights.

Corporate Sponsorships
Corporate sponsorships would provide another

source of income. An associational link with the Olympics

would be offered to companies in return for both in-kind and
cash contributions to help stage the Games. In-kind contribu-

tions might include such items as: shoes, uniforms, gym

equipment, TV sets, timing equipment, beverages, cranes,

forklifts, etc. The Organizing Committee would designate

the firms as official suppliers or sponsors with rights to

use the official Olympic emblem.l

Each respective Olympic Organizing Committee
has developed a special symbol, which generally incor-
porates the official Olympic emblem. After the IOC
approved commercial utilization of the emblem for the
Games, and the emblem was registered for trademark
protection, the Organizing Committee could contract
with an outside agency to be its general licensee and
to handle all emblem distribution rights. The agency
would bear all running costs. Payments to the Organizing
Committee would be based on sales volume of its agency's

lrnterview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.
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respective licensees while using the emblem on their
own products. The Organizing Committee would retain
final responsibility for the extent, type, and form of
emblem use. The Committee for the Munich Games, for
example, did not permit use of its emblem for political
parties, religious denominations, or in advertising of
alcoholic beverages.l

Corporate sponsorships were valued at approximately
$20 million for the Montreal Olympics. Of this, about $16

million was in supplies and $4 million in cash.2 The Coca-Cola

Company is reported to have paid approximately $1.3 million

for the right to use the Olympic logo in its advertising and

to be the official soft drink supplier at the concession stands.3

General Motors supplied cars and trucks for transportation of

athletes, officials and equipment. Adidas supplied shoes and

uniforms. Xerox provided copying machines. There was also a

program for accommodating contributions from companies whose

products were not appropriate to the Olympics (such as banks

and distilleries). For donations ranging up to $150,000,

companies were awarded silver and bronze beavers or torches

indicating their support. Corporate sponsorships could be an

important source of revenue for the 1984 Games, and to the

2Interview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.

3Nick Auf Der Mauer, The Billion Dollar Games, p. 62.
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extent that community-minded companies might be willing to

pay early for sponsorships in recognition of the need for
cash flow, could provide helpful funds before other revenues

are available.

Commemorative Stamps and Medals

Commemorative postage stamps which would be sold

above face value have been issued on many occasions to help

finance Olympic Games. Nearly $4.2 million was raised for
the Munich Games in this manner. The Munich Organizing

Committee also developed two souvenir "official" Olympic

medals, which were produced and distributed through private

organizations. Licensing fees amounting to $3.2 million

were received from this venture.l

The Organizing Committee in Montreal collected

$2.5 million from three categories of special Olympic stamps,

although the only successful type was philatelic stamps of

large denomination sold to collectors.2 The most successful

stamp program for future Summer Olympics staged in the

United States would probably involve a serial philatelic

stamp program with a sales price equalling at least one

IDocumented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich, Chief
Olympics Organizing Committee.

2Interview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.
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dollar, combined with First Day Cover sales, and marketed
through a private organization.

As noted earlier, commemorative medals would rank

well below coins as a revenue producer. And, unlike stamps,
costs of minting and distribution would be high relative to

sales. The history of commemorative medals programs in the
United States would suggest a lack of enthusiasm on the part

of the U.S. consumer. Congress authorized 500,000 medals to

commemorate the Century 21 International Exposition in
Seattle (1960) but only 150,000 were manufactured. Only

30,000 were produced for Hernisfair '68 in San Antonio,

although 100,000 were authorized. And only 40,000 were

manufactured for the 1973 International Exposition in Seattle

against an authorization of 750,000. In summary, relatively

modest revenues could be expected from the sale of commemora-

tive stamps and medals. 1

Official Licensees for Merchandise and Souvenirs

In addition to the licensing of official suppliers

and sponsors, a separate program would be established to

license purveyors of merchandise and souvenirs. This program

would not involve use of the official Olympic emblem in a

supplier company's advertising and the revenues would not

1 .Presldent's Commission on Olympic Sports, Final Report, p. 453.
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begin to approach those potentially available from the

corporate sponsorship program.

In some cases, the marketing of souvenirs might be

handled by the Organizing Committee itself. For example,
reference was made earlier to two souvenir "official" Olympic

medals developed for distribution and sale by the Munich

Organizing committee.2 As indicated, licensing fees amounting
to $3.2 million were received from this venture. Revenues

for the official licensees program at Montreal were approxi-

mately $2.9 million. It is anticipated that this would con-

tinue to be a small, but significant, source of revenue in

future Olympic Games.

Athletes Village Rentals

Rental charges for Olympic Village housing would

not be likely to come close to their true market value

because IOC Rule #37 provides that accommodation expenses

for Olympic competitors and officials would need to be

reduced to a bare minimum and kept as low as possible, with

final approval vested with the IOC. The cost of each part i-

cipant's stay in 1972 at Munich, for example, amounted to $6

2Documented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich,
Chief, Olympics Organizing Committee.
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per person per day or less.l The Athletes'Village rental

income for the 1976 Summer Olympics at Montreal was under $1

million.2 Rentals could not be expected to be an important

source of income for the 1984 Games.

Concessions

Commercial concessions raised only $151,150 for

Montreal's Organizing committee.3 The potential yield from

this income source would be limited by roc rules against

commercial exploitation within the Olympic grounds. The
remote competition and training sites, however, would be

available for such sales. Concessions could be granted

within the Olympic Village to certain firms to supply their

products free of charge to participating athletes. No

exclusive concessions could be given to any firm for sale of
its products in the Village shops. Receipts from concessions

would continue to be a relatively minor source of income in

future Olympics.

lDocumented interview with Wille Daurne, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympics Organizing Committee.

2rnterview with Richard Greene, Chief Financial Analyst, COJO.
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PUBLIC FUNDING

In the event that commemorative coin sales and a
national lottery could not be utilized as financing devices,

public funding to stage the Olympic Garnes would become impera-

tive, and because of the magnitude, would need to come
largely from the federal government. Most Olympic Organizing

Committees in recent decades have relied on massive injections
of governmental aid to avoid sizeable budgetary deficits.

The 1972 Garnes at Munich required combined public expenditures

of $220,084,000 to close a gap amounting to 35% of total

expenses. The brunt of this public subsidy was divided

among the German federal government (50%), the State of

Bavaria (25%), and the City of Munich (25%) and spread out

over six fiscal years. The real cost to the public, however,

was lessened by the taxation of Olympic-related income,

estimated to equal $80 million for the Munich Olympics,

and for facilities remaining which would have been built in
any case.l

The City of r10ntreal assumed approximately $215

million of the net deficit for the 1976 Summer Olympics,

estimated at greater than $1 billion. The remainder, pre-

sumably, will be handled by Quebec Province, which took responsi-
bility away from Montreal in November of 1975. The Canadian

lDocumented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympics Organizing Committee.
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Federal government declined to offer anything other than

indirect assistance.l

Federal Participation

Direct appropriations from the U. S. government

would constitute one manner of obtaining substantial amounts

of public funding. Precedent for some measure of federal
aid would exist from the 1960 Winter Olympics at Squaw

Valley and the upcoming 1980 Games in Lake Placid. Assistance

for the Winter Games of 1960 was channeled through the

Defense Department and included a wide variety of personnel,

equipment, and supplies in addition to financing construction

of sports facilities on public land. Direct funding of

substantial proportions, totalling $49 million, was granted

for the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid through Commerce

Department programs for public works and economic development.

Several specific federal aid programs would be likely

prospects for financing future Olympic Games in this country,

contingent, of course, on the basic budgetary decision to

commit federal funds to such a project. Up to fifty percent

of the costs to construct public sports facilities might be

funded through the Economic Development Administration within
the Commerce Department. This source was tapped in authorizing

lInterview with Gerry Snyder, Vice Chairman of the Executive
Committee, COJO.
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financial backing for Lake Placid's preparation for the 1980

Olympics. The important factors in qualifying for such
assistance would relate to the income-generating capability

of the proposed public facilities, and the likelihood of

resulting improvements in economic growth and employment
within an area of lagging economic growth. The facilities

to receive such assistance would need to be designed to

provide maximum continued public use and benefit following

conclusion of the Olympic Games.

The Interior Department's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
would offer another possible source of federal assistance.

The Land and Water Conservation Fund administered by the

Bureau could provide monies for acquisition of land areas

and development of outdoor facilities for a number of Summer

Olympic sports. Such facilities, of course, would need to

remain open to the public after the Olympics and could be

incorporated into the host state's overall recreation plan.

None of these funds, however, would be available for operation

and maintenance expenses.

The Urban Mass Transit Administration within the

Department of Transportation could provide significant funding

for development of urban mass transportation facilities and

technology -- which might be coordinated with a host city's

handling of increased transportation requirements for the

Olympic Games. Emphasis should be placed on methods of
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widespread applicability for carrying people within metropoli-
tan areas speedily, without pollution, and with minimal fuel

consumption. Specifically, direct aid for Atlanta's proposed
people mover system could be a major element of this program.

The u. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

could offer a possible source for funds through the Community
Development Block Grant Program, and would be integrally

involved if urban renewal lands were used.
Apart from such categorical aid programs for

direct appropriations, several other less conventional

approaches to obtaining federal assistance might be explored.
Either a voluntary tax checkoff system to support the Olympics

(similar to the Federal Election Fund) or revision of the
IRS tax return forms to permit voluntary contributions

toward Olympic Games drawn from tax refunds which would

otherwise be returned to taxpayers could be investigated as

revenue sources. The latter device would have the advantage

of utilizing private rather than public funds. The potential

revenue yield for Olympic funding from voluntary contributions

should be markedly above the existing level of standard

donations to the Olympic effort, because such a system could

reach many more potential contributors in a direct, simple

way.
A special excise tax attached to public spending for

admissions to sporting events (the latter sum estimated at
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$1.2 to $1.5 billion each year) could raise substantial revenues,

but any such tax imposed on the public, even to aid a popular
idea, would face considerable opposition from beleaguered tax-

payers and special interests. Another major obstacle, apart
from the usual difficulties of working tax legislation through

the political process, would be concern about establishing a

dangerous precedent for future efforts to obtain such special
" f di 1lnterest group un lng.

Two essential elements in any successful appeal by

Olympic organizers for federal assistance would appear to be,

first, a convincing demonstration that the state and local

communities directly involved are already contributing as

much as they are financially able to do, and, second, that

any sports facilities constructed with the aid of federal
money would offer permanent future benefits to the general

public.

State Participation

Some commitment of funds from the state government

would be necessary. Most state appropriations would be

associated with upgrading of facilities under the state's

jurisdiction (World Congress Center, Stone Mountain, Jekyll

Island, etc.) as well as aid to educational institutions
(Georgia Tech, University of Georgia, community colleges, etc.)

Ipresident's Commission on Olympic Sports, Final Report, p. 454.
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engaged in helping host Olympic competitions. The State of
New York has already committed $14 million in funding to the

1980 Winter Olympic effort.
possible assistance through state channels would

relate to upgrading state facilities. Presumably, the state

would assume responsibility for upgrading its own facilities

subject to reimbursement from anticipated surplus revenues of

the Olympics.

Local Participation
Similar commitment might also be necessary on the

part of local government. Again, contributions could come in

the form of guarantees for new construction or upgrading of

facilities needed by agencies of local government (low rent

housing, school stadia, recreation department facilities, etc.)

until such time as Olympic-related revenues would be received.

For both state and local agencies, revenue sharing funds

could be tapped for Olympic financing, to the extent that

such funds were not already committed elsewhere.

In early financial planning for the 1972 Olympics,

beginning in late 1965, Munich's Organizing Committee was

immediately faced with the problem of handling initial admin-

istrative expenses (and some construction costs) without having

an immediately realizable source of income. In order to obtain

necessary funding from creditors, the Organizing Committee
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arranged the establishment of a consortium to guarantee the

financing of Olympic construction. As indicated earlier, the
consortium was ultimately based on the respective pledges of

the German federal government, the State of Bavaria, and the

City of Munich (in a 50%, 25%, 25% breakdown). The Organizing

Committee was then able to obtain loans based upon the credit

of these governmental bodies. The original plan was to have

a self-financing Olympics in the long run, as later revenues

would ultimately payoff these initial loans, resulting in no

overall public expense. As cost estimates rose year by year,

the Organizing Committee was forced periodically to persuade

the consortium to increase the level of authorized debt. By
late 1969, any hopes for a self-financing Olympics without

public subsidies were abandoned as the deficit mounted.

Approximately 35 percent of all Munich Olympic
expenses was picked up through public funding. As noted

earlier, public outlays to cover the projected deficit were

reduced to $220 million when expenditure cuts were imposed

in 1971.1

1Documented interview with Wille Daume, Mayor of Munich, Chief,
Olympics Organizing Committee.
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SUMMARY OF COSTS AND REVENUES

The table below provides a summary of anticipated

costs and revenues assuming Atlanta were to host a "modest"

Olympics in 1984 utilizing existing facilities wherever

possible.

This is only a preliminary estimate based upon

consultation with architects and construction contractors.

It is not intended as a financial feasibility study. Such a

study should be made prior to final bid application.

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND REVENUES
1984 ATLANTA OLYMPIAD (1977 DOLLARS)

Estimated Costs a
(in millions)

Main Stadium $ 40 60
Swimming Center 20 30
Velodrome 1 10
Other Sports Installationsb 120 176

Subtotal - Sports Facilities $ 181 $276

Athletes VillageC 16 60
Bedford-Pine (high figure)
Techwood Homes (low fi~ure)

40 50Transportation Improvements
Organization Expensese 160 210
Securityf 30 40

TOTAL $ 427 $636

(Contingency factors: at 50% - $640.5-$954 million, at 100% -
$854 - $1.3 billion)

aThe following figures do not include land acquisition
costs. Differential inflation rates for any of the elements
within this summary could affect the costs or revenues
estimated here. Certain of the facilities would not be
self-sustaining following the Games and some governmental
unit would need to sustain the responsibility for the
operating costs and provision of increased services during
and after the Games.
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bIncludes practice and training facilities and upgrading of
existing structures.

Other Sports Facilities (in millions) :
Omni
WCC
Tech Coliseum
Civic Center
Stone Mountain
Jekyll Island
Soccer-Field Hockey-Judo
Training Center

$ 3
4
1
2
18

5
6
29

7
6
2
3
24
7
15
35

$68 99
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Greater use of existing facilities accounts for the difference
between the proposed Atlanta budget for sports construction
($120-176 million) and the $204.5 million ($286.3 in 1977)
pricetag for sports construction projects in Munich. The
more elaborate features of Munich's budget included as new
buildings: a sports hall similar to the Omni ($23 million)
and a volleyball hall combined with a major radio and television
center ($23 million). Munich's organizers also decided to
construct an elaborate tent roof (costing about $54 million)
over the entire Olympic Park. Relatively large sums were
also spent for rowing and canoeing competition sites ($22.7
million), equestrian events ($19.25 million), shooting
facilities ($6.6 million), and a yachting center ($30.4
million) .

Contingencies:

Practice Areas,
Landscaping $52

Munich's budget of $227.5 million for infrastructure (for
current values of 1972 costs see footnote on page 7, the
Munich Experience) included several major expenses, items
not foreseen as part of an Atlanta proposal to host the
Olympics -- such as a new subway ($53 million) and an elevated
train system (over $5 million). A substantial proportion of
the construction-related costs (approximating $100 million)
were due to choosing new construction over renovation of
existing facilities.



cThis assumes 12 persons per unit in 1,000 units. The fifteen
million figure is rough estimate of refurbished Techwood
Homes; $60 million applies to construction of Neighborhood
Three, Bedford-Pine.
drncludes people mover (about $30 million) .

erncludes such things as administrative expenses
of Organizing Committee, support services and
staff, travel, cultural and youth programs, etc.

fThirty thousand persons at $1,000 apiece plus equipment.
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Estimated Revenuesa
(in millions)

Coin Program (net)
TV Rights (net)
Corporate Sponsorships
Miscellaneous Otherb
TOTAL

$400
5
20
20

600
10
40
40

$445 $ 690
Loans, Grants and/or Guarantees of
Federal
State
Local
TOTAL

$100
25
25

150
50
50

$150 $250

aReference to loans and guarantees assumes that some
portion of these amounts are recoverable,
in whole or in part, in cash or in kind, to the
extent that total revenues exceed total costs.

bMiscellaneous Other includes sources of revenue described
in the report of considerably smaller scale than those
sources listed.
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INTERIM FINANCING

Assuming that the estimated costs and estimated

revenues are realistic, potential financing difficulties would

be limited to meeting cash flow requirements, which presumably

could be overcome through a financial market convinced of

the ultimate feasibility of the undertaking. A preliminary

cash flow analysis should be prepared as early as possible

for consideration by the federal, state and local governments.

As noted above, marketing of a successful coin program

should be commenced several years before the Games are

actually held (probably shortly after the 1980 Moscow Games),

so that revenues would not be unduly delayed. Once the

federal government would make a final commitment to under-

take the coin program, it should not be unreasonable to

expect either that it would also agree to advance funds as

required, or that necessary funds would be available through

conventional financing or revenue anticipation bonds secured

by a pledge of those anticipated revenues (assuming legal

authority). Anticipated revenues from other sources, such

as TV rights, might also be used to secure debt. The finan-

cing of remodeling, expansion, or new construction of

facilities to be owned and operated by federal, state or

local governments following the Games probably would have to

proceed through usual governmental financing programs with
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appropriate safeguards to insure timely completion. A

reimbursement formula should be devised to allocate surplus

Olympic revenues to the participating governmental units as

available.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS

The benefits to be derived from a successful bid
could be summarized as follows:

1) focus of national and international attention

on the host city for an extended period prior

to, during, and following the completion of
scheduled events;

2) exposure of the best of the city's assets and

amenities to prospective business interests,

and industrialists attending Games, viewing

television, and absorbing Olympic publicity

might be motivated to locate headquarters or

branch manufacturing and commercial facilities

in the area;

3) increased employment opportunities for local

craftsmen, skilled and unskilled workers,

during preliminary construction phases and

during and after the Olympic events;

4) increased business for local suppliers of

materials and services used during the con-

struction phases and in the actual conduct of

the Olympic events;

5) the potential of long-term use and enjoyment

of all permanent facilities newly constructed
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(or upgraded) to house athletes and officials

or conduct sporting events;

6) long-term use and enjoyment of any incremental

transportation facilities (a people mover,

for example) used to transport athletes,

officials, tourists and other visitors attending

major sporting events;

7) support for existing and proposed commercial

facilities (restaurants, hotels, shops and

stores, etc.) and for suppliers of transpor-

tation (airlines, inter-city buses, local

taxis, etc.) to visitors attending Olympics

events;

8) multiplier effects from the spending and

respending of new money brought into the

local area by visitors and participants and

as a result of ticket sales, receipts from

sale of TV rights, coin and commemorative

sales, licensing of Olympic logo usage, etc.;

9) stimulation of interest in physical fitness,

health, recreation and amateur athletics;

10) pride of local citizenry.
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